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THE HAWKS' HERALD 
7 u d 11 t n pap,r o Roger Williams University '1 t "111 !.I • www luwksht:ra!ll cotn lhl\ll!Hlllll , 
LookinCJ back: 2010•2011 
l I l ( l\\ I .... (, I{ t \ I l \X 
. Junior C.rilee Spalding (I� side of collagc) shined duri a solo performance during Dance Club's spring sho In this special orientatioDI edition, THE HAWKS• HERALD compUed the best nC'WS and vie'W3 from the past year to catch new readers up on what the campw has been talking about. lruide, readers will find strong opinions from f.Uow srudents, an infonnative campw map annotated by THE HAWKS' Hl!IW.D's ediror-in-cbief, and the detaUs about the events to look forward ro this year. Thi.I newspaper hopes to highlight many of R\VU's shining attribuces and gec incomi.ng freshmen ex:ciced co arcive in the fall. as members of the campw <;ommunlty. 
Grammy Award winning Hjp-­Hop artist Lupe Fiasco (top­centet of collag,) rocked the campw during the Canipw Entcrtainmcnc Network's Spring Concert on April 28. The 1,500 student tickcu to the show sold out in under six hours - a university record for the annual evenr. For more on Lupe Fiasco's and co-headliner Third Eye Blind's performances at the spr�nf concert, sec "Worth the Wan, on page 2. 
DR. Bl!RIIIIS 
In the wake of Roy:J'!-l'ltffchel's July 2, 2009 resignation as univcnicy presidem, RoRcr Williams Universicy named Or. Ronald Champagne (top-right of collage) as interim president. Both President Champagne and his wife, Ruch, spent their careers in education, and brought well-respected insight to the univers:lcy. "Knowledge is not isolated a.nd fr;ag,ncntcdi knowledge is what yw bring ro it. And you can take a variety of pcnpecrivcs, but they have to a>RH together in you/' Champ�e said in a.n interview with THll HAWKS' HERALD in· September. Though many mcmbcr.s of the campw community, including che editors at THE H.lWKS lbJtALD, a.re sad to sec the Champagnes leave._ many at the University look forward to the tenure of newly elected University President Donald Farish. For more on President Farish, see "Donald J. Farish named l Och president of RWU" at the bonom of chis page. 
R () y ,\I (" () l' p I I 
Seniors Lauren Elliott and Tom Maybury (middle­ri2hc of collage) w.ere named Homecoming King and Queen of the 20 l O Homecoming and Family Week,nd on Oct. 23, 2010. Homecoming weekend 
le!� �ks 0!id th;ec�l throu�ut the academic year at RWU. AI. the �inning of each year, Week, of Welcome gives incoming and returning .students a whole month's­wonh o{ activities co panake in on campus. In late April, Spring Weekend, produced by the Campw Entertainment Network, celebrates the end of the school year, and fearures the spring conccn, a block party complete with carnival rides, and a gencrow display of firework,. 
Donald J. Farish named 10th 
president ofRWU 
8EN WHITMORE I Eoltor•in--Chief 
Roger W�liams Universiry announced Donald J. Farish as ia tenth univcrsiry president at an announcement ceremony Tue.day in the Global Heritage Hall (GHH) Atrium. Farish, 68, chc current presi­dem of Rowan University in New Jersey, will officially take office on July 1, succeeding cur­rent Interim President Ronald Champagne. Farish's appointment culmi­nates a multi-month efforr from the University Board ofTrustees to appoint a univer.sity presi­dent in the wake of former Uni­versity President Roy Nirschcl's abrupt resignation last July. "I spent the lase four or five monchs doing the search along with 16 other people on che 
committee, and I think we picked the right guy to do the right job." said Richard Bready, Chairman of the Board of Trustees. After enlisting the- help of third-parry search firm Aa.­demic Search, Inc. co generate a list of interested applicants, the Board of Trustees worked through the past fall semester and into the spring to whittle down the list of candidates to three finalists, who were all given on-campus interviews, according to Bready. •r chink it was really during that campus visit that Don just really, really stood out," said Denise Jenkins, Vice-Cha.irman of the Board of Trustees and Co-Chair of the Presidential Search Committee, ''Any of the three candidates would have 
done a wonderful job running this university. Bur the fact of the marter is Don seemed like the right fit." According 10 Jenkins, both chc entire presidential search committee and the rest of the 23-mcmber Board of Trwtee, unanimowly supponed Parish's appointment. "I think it's a perfect ending to a very impon:ant and long pro­cess." Champagne ·-lid. "And the way it was done legitimizes what came out. ln his own mer­it he is a very good man. The search committee did a wonder­ful job, was very well composed, and they did spend a lot of time doing it. "I chink the thing that srood out most about Farish when compared with the other candi­dates, whom I also worked with, 
is that he's been a president be­fore for 13 years," Champagne said. "A, a president myself for 14 yean, I'm going to tell you: you don't learn how to do that from a text book. You learn it by do­ing it. You can sec that in how he handles himself and you can see that in how he expresses hirrudf." Champagne said. At Tuesday's announcement ceremony, Farish addressed a crowd of approximately 250 people, comprised of univer­sity administrators, faculty, and students, Bristol Town Council­men, and local and state news media. Taking the podium without notes, Farish said he wanted to speak "from the heart," explaining that he was 
See PRESIDENT, page 2 
Pr,sid,n1 Farish takes the RWU 
podium for 1h, first timt. 
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PRESIDENT: Overload 
overhaul Farish to take office in July 
Continued &om page 1 
"deeply honored to be offered "[Sdecting a pr<Sidential can-
this position." did.ate] is an investment, a pre-
"My personal values and the ' diction that a campw makes in 
values that I've cspowed in my its own fururc; so I don't come 
previous roles in higher educa.- co this resting on laurels. I start 
tion administration are won- over again with the idea that 
f ARI SH FACTS 
.)) Agr.:: (1H 
I�> From Winnipeg. Manitoba, 
Canada 
I» Immigratal to the U.S. in 
. 1963 
: • Earned Ph. D. in biology 
from Harvard Univmity 
,» Authored sb< biology 
· textbooks 
; » Served a.s president of 
, Rowan 
· University in Glassboro, N.J. 
fur 13 years 
derfully mirrored by what is 
happening here ar this very fine 
university," Farish said. 
I hav� to prove myself to this 
campus to prove that I was wor­
thy of your trwr. And I will as­
sure all of you that I will spare 
no dfon in ensuring that there 
is never a point where you 'will 
come to regret making me this 
offer. That is my pledge to you," 
Farish said. 
Farish will be joined by his 
wife, Maia, when he moves 
into the Presidential residence 
on Ferry Road, across from the 
university, this summer. 
"It feels so right. This is a won­
derful campw and my hwband 
spoke v� honestly about that 
c.orc value system, which is 
what attracted him initially," 
Mrs. Farish said •it is jwt criti­
cal to work in an environment 
where your beliefs arc not being 
challenged by another set of be­
liefs. It is all seeming to be very 
consistent with who he is, who 
J am, who we arc." 
During his speech: President­
Elect Farish told ohe story of 
the night when he received the 
call that he was being selected 
by the presidential search com­
mittee: 
"] was having dinner in a Chi­
nese restaurant with my wife 
jwt prior to that call. And my 
fonune cookie . . . read "This 
could be an almost perfect day. 
Enjoy ir,'" Farish said, holding 
up the fortune. 
"There's a lot to be done. This 
is a fine, fine institution; Far­
ish said. "My job, first of all, is 
to do no harm, and secondly, to 
ensl1rt as best J can that when 
I leave, which I hope will be 
many years from now, that I 
leave behind an even better in­
stitution than I take on today." 
MARK Fusco 
Board of Trustees to vote 
on eliminating cost, 
upping credits 
AIWID,\ NEWMAN I Managing Editor 
The Roger Williams Univer­
sity Faculty Senate recently 
motioned co change the criteria 
that defines a course overload. 
According to the RWU web-
site, "Day srudents who have 
written authorization to take 
more than 17 credits (overload) 
must pay for each additional 
credit over 17. Each credit over 
17 will be billed at $1,160 per 
credit. Architecture srudcnts 
will be cha,ged $1,306 per 
credit for credits over 17." 
On Feb. 9, the Faculty Senate 
motioned. to eliminate that fee, 
and allow students to take up to 
21 credits before being consid­
ered. as a course overload. 
"Sometimes a srudcnc needs 
to take an extra class for their 
major or minor," Susan Bosco, 
professor of management and 
president of the Faculty Sen­
ate, said. "Charging money for 
the additional credits seemed 
to be pm-enting srudcnts from 
achieving their academic �-" 
Bosco said that the adminis­
tration also supponed the idea, 
making it a joint endeavor. 
"The idea was brought up ini­
tially a couple of month& ago," 
Bosco said. "[Professor David] 
Moskowitz brought it up again 
at the Feb. 9 meeting." 
pw will welcome $Uch a change, 
especially those with intensive 
majors," said Dev Lewis, sru­
dent $cnator, who attended the 
Faculty Senate meeting. 
Bosco said that though the 
number of hours that would 
qualify as a course overload 
would change, and there would 
no longer be a fee, it do�n't 
mean that anyone can automat­
ically overload on courses. 
·students need to recognize 
that the[J' is still an approval 
procas," Bosco said. "Taklng 
away the fee docs not remove 
the neccssazy approval from 
one's advisor and dean.'" 
Deans will still need to ap­
prove any course that puts a 
srudcnr ovtr 17 credits. The 
new maximum amount of cred­
its one can take in any given 
semester is now 21. Despite 
this, approval is still necessary 
and crucial, according to Bosco. 
"We want to be ,we students 
can nill suppon the workload. 
We don't want to compromise 
their academic achievement," 
Bosco said. 
•rm glad the school is decid­
ing to do this," Lewis said. "Ir's 
ddinitdy going to help." 
The Faculty Senate consists of 
37 faculty meroben who repre­
sent all aspecu of campw, from 
the individual schools to the 
libruy and counsding setvices. 
They meet monthly to disam 
issues and other thinl!,' dir=.ly 
impacting education. 
· PmidmJ-Ekct Farish ad,/ms,s th, allliimct during tht March 29 a,rnouc,mmt c,m,rony. 
Bosco said that when a mo­
tion is proposed, it is voted on 
by the farulty senators. If there 
is a majority vote, the motion 
then goes to President Cham­
pagne and Provost <kAbruna, 
who review it. If they support 
the motion, the next step is to 
bring the motion to the Boan! 
of Trwtce:s, where it awaits its 
final decision. 
•1 think every srudent on earn-
A, of press time, the final 
decision is pending a vote by 
the Board of Trwrces later this • 
month. If they vote in &,or, the 
fee will be eliminated as  of the 
&ll 201 I semester, and a co� 
overload will be redefined as a 
maximum of 21 credits. 
Worth the wait 
After huge anticipation, Lupe and 3EB deliver 
-NEWMAN I Managing Edit1>r 
C:O..hcad.Jining Spring Conccn 
performers Third Eye Blind and 
Grammy Award-winning Lupe 
FIUCO rocked nearly 2,000 sru­
dcnts in the field howe Thurs­
day night. 
Thouidi the doors didn't open 
until 1:15 p.m., people began 
lining up as early a.. 6 p.m. in 
the Recreation Center. The 
crowd buzzed with anticipation 
fur the dual-anisr perforrnana. 
Once the doors were opened, 
the crowd, which was estimated 
at I, 700 by Dan Shea, CEN's 
Traditions Co-Chair, filled in 
quickly, and a steady stream of 
people continued filing in. By 
7:46 p.m., the Field House was 
padc.cd with a lively audience, 
who listened to the house mwic 
in preearation for the anisrs. 
The first performer, Third Eye 
Blind, went on at approximate­
ly 8 p.m. - and the crowd went 
wild. The band played a 12-
son_g set, varying their tracks to 
Include songs both new and old 
during their 60-minutc perfor­
mance. The band played some 
of their most famous songs, 
includin� "Never Let You Go," 
41Jumper, and, of course, "'Semi 
Charmed Life," which set the 
c_
rowd on fire �th energy. 1:,ead 
unger, songwmcr, and· gu1w­
ist Stephan Jenkins kept the 
buu: going at the end of the set, 
thanking the crowd for their 
enthusiasm and "for loving w 
f!hird Eye Blind]." 
Bu, the crowd was hungry for 
more, and the minute Third 
Eye Blind strummed their last 
chord, the audience rurncd its 
attention to the other perform-
er, Lu
pe 
Fia.soo, with a roaring 
chant of "Lupe!" 
The howc mwic came on, and 
the aowd danced and waited 
anxiously for 20 minu[CS in an­
ticipation of Lupe'• arrival. At 
approximatdy 9:30 p.m., Lupe 
took the stage to screams and 
continued chants of "Lupe!" 
Th, rapper electrified the 
crowd the moment he ran up 
the neps to the stage, wasting 
no time getting down to bwi­
nas, announcing his arrival on 
stage by spraying w.atcr over 
the stage and the crowd before 
grabbing the mic and launching 
right into his first ,ong, "Shin­
ing Down." 
Lupe kept rolling from song to 
song, not allowin_g the crowd a 
moment to rest before hyping 
them up with the next tr.a.ck, 
keeping the excitement hiKh 
by jumA
ing around all over die 
��;i, i:J:1: �Zi:.'°ufes�i 
Don't Wanna Care Ri5tht Now 
(ft. MOMA)" and "lleauriful 
Lasers" off his newly-released 
CD, LASERS, as well as hits 
from his previous albums, such 
a, "Hip-Hop Saved My Life" 
and "Superstar." 
The fim half of Lupe's set was 
full of hii:h-energy tracks, bur 
Lupe took a moment to ad­
dress the crowd before playing 
his ncwcsc single and video, 
"Words I Never Said." 
"Education, or war?" Lupe 
asked RWU students befure he 
began the first notei. He dedi­
caccd his next song, "Beautiful 
Lasers," to "'everybody who's in 
a datk place right now." 
His sec wrapped up at around 
MARK Fusco 
Award-winning rapper Lup, Fiasco captivattd th, crowd during 
his co-h,adlining p,rformanc, with 7hi,d Ey, Blind at th, Spring Concert. 
10:25 p.m., but the show was not over yet. The 
crowd roared for an encore, and Lupe delivered. 
He perfurmed his fine release off of LASERS, 
"The Show Goes On." and the audience wc:nt 
nuts once again. 
_Lupe conclude? �is act by holding a moment of 
silence for the v1ct1ms of the recent tornadoes in 
Mississippi and Alabama, and then, on a lighter 
note, he ripped his shin off and performed "l:>ay­
dreamin"' and a reprise of "I Don't Wanna Care 
Rii:ht Now." 
Shea and John Walsh, CEN's Traditions Co­
Chair, said that they were both extremely pleased 
by the concert. 
"The sh0¥1was awesome, so much more than we 
could have expected," Shea said. "[CEN] wanted 
a high-energy show, that's about as hijh energy as 
you can get. Both artiscs really brought it and the 
audience was great." 
'Tm speechless," Walsh said. "I had a blast.• 
. After the .show, the first 40 people who were in 
hne for the concert had the opponunity to meet 
Lupe FiaKO. "He didn't have to do it, and we re­
ally appreciate that he did," Shea said. •it's an­
ocher thing thac shows the quality of the artists 
an,? 
people we're trying to bring [to campus]." 
It definitely was a good way to cap off our ca­
reer," Shea said. 
I 
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New RWU webs i te to be u nve i l ed  i n  August 
Redesign will include graphical, user-friendly elements 
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RWU,EDU 
7ht CUT1fflt nu,udu w,b,ite is soon to be n:done and updated 
into a mort intmzcrive. userfrinidiy site. 
Medical amnesty 
seeks to staunch 
fear, encourage 
safety 
--1Maolglngrd1or 
The Ro,;er Williams Univer­
•ity Akoliol and Other Drug 
(AOD) Task Force =mtly 
unveiled. its newest addition 
to the RWU Alcohol Policies 
and Guide- lines, a new policy 
dubbed the "Medical Amnesty 
Policy." Though formally adopt­
ed and Implemented last June 
by the adininistration, it was 
officially distributed via e-mail 
to the student body on Sept. 3, 
jwt days after being presented 
to the incoming freshmen. 
"The medical amnesty policy 
is all about student safety re­
garding alcohol and drug use," 
said Kathleen McMahon, Dean 
of Students and co-chair of the 
AOD Task Force. "We never 
want students to not call for 
help for fear of getting in trou­
ble. Therefore, tlicre is no strike, 
no fine outside of any accrued 
hospital fees." 
The AOD Task Force began 
looking into the idea of ados:-
� �f�o�f.'� b:',,� re� 
searching to see fl an amnesty 
policy would be beneficial to 
the school. "We decided that it 
was something we felt stronitly 
about here, so we recommended 
it to John King_ [Vice President 
of Student Affuirs] and rook 
it to the Student Senate, who 
passed a resolution endorsing 
it on May 10. We took it back 
to King. and it vr.is approved 
by [former Prcsident Roy J.] 
Nirschd. 
"Now we're trying to educate 
MJ!: o�d.hat it's about,• Mc-
Dev Lewis, a sophomore stu­
dent senator, worked on the 
AOD senate committee during 
the adoption process, where he 
was tasked with "thinking of 
any questions students could 
have about the policy to ensure 
that there were no loopholes or 
infringements on their rights." 
"We spent a lot of time work­
ing through various scenarios 
to make sure tha_t Eolicy would 
work for many different cases," 
Lewis said. "We worked con .. 
stantly on the policy, making 
finalizations, asking our own 
questions, and checking ic our 
for flaws.• 
The policy has been imple­
mented with the hopes that it 
will encourage students co be 
responsible and never choose 
to forgo necessary medical help 
due co fear of being punished 
for their actions. "[The policy] 
is all about being proactive and 
, seeking help," McMahon said. 
"Also, the amnesty extends tb 
the per- son or pcnons who call 
for help. The caller is required 
to stty with the person needing 
h"!P in order tD receive amnes-
ty. • 
Though amnesty is available 
to all students, there arc excep­
tions to guar.u:i,tce of amnesty: 
beca.wc it is determined on a 
case-by-ca.,e basis. You can be 
denied amnesty for several rea­
som. •1f someone is B
ag.ran
t in 
their behavio,, they could be 
rejected from amnesty," Mc­
Mahon said. •For example, you 
can't have a resident assiscant 
(RA) find you drunk and expect 
to receive amnesty." 
The AOD Task Force estab­
lished this method of determi­
nation in order to ensure that 
students do not abuse the policy 
and instead understand that it is 
a seriow goal of the university 
to protect them when circum­
scances extend beyond their 
control. 
All amnesty is granted and re­
viewed on a casc-by-caK basis, 
and if the student or students 
arc approved for amnesty, they 
mwt meet with either Dean 
McMahon or Donna Darmody, 
the Director of Health Educa­
tion, for an education meet­
ing. Even if a student is not 
transponcd, they can receive 
amnesty if cercain things arc in 
place and it was deter- min_cd 
that there was no ff
agran
t be-:;:�ds 1!1: :rC::? � ��t 
dents, docs not cover assault, 
drug distribution, or ptopeny 
damage, and does not provide 
amnesty from the Bristol Police 
Department, should the situ­
ation require their assistance. 
If there were to be a situation 
involving a marijuana overdose 
and a b
ag 
of marijuana were to 
be ·found by Public Safety, the 
student would not go through 
the RWU Con- duct system, 
but they would be subject to 
police intervention. 
Should a student be granted 
amnesty, there is no bcliavioral 
mark �nst their record. For 
example, if a student already 
had a strike from a prior situ­
ation, then were to be granted 
medical amnesty, "they would 
only have that first strike; they 
would not move up to a strike 
cwot McMahon said. 
McMahon said that adminis­
tration is very excited about the 
implementation of the policy. 
"We think it will be a posi­
tive thing for students to know 
about ancl use." 
QMAMOSESjHeraldReporter said Judi Johnson, Assistant dated website will bear to its 
Vice President of University predecessor is color • blue and 
Roger Williams University's 
website, www.rwu.edu, is cur­
rently being redesigned and is 
set to be ready for launch some­
time this August. 
One of the major reasons the 
site is being red.one is because 
it's not interactive at all. 
Steven Pereira, Direaor of 
Web Services, e,q,lained the 
current site's downfalls by say­
ing that what it can't do is basi­
cally "anything you know that is 
cool or useful on the web," such 
as embeddi
ng 
video. 
This might be explained by the 
faa that the university is using 
a website that went live almost 
four years ago, which means 
that the process of creat_ing it 
sraned. another two years before 
that. In the current ever--chang­
ing world of the Internet, most 
websites are wually updated 
much more frequently. 
"[The wcbsiteJ cant do very 
much that students and pro­
spective students have come to 
expect of websites these days," 
Communications. gold, of course. 
Prospective students' opinions "We're still going the Roger 
of the website arc very impor• Williams brand," Pereira said. 
rant to the university from a The premiering of the website 
recruitment standpoint. John• will be a "phase launch," ac• 
son acknowledged this when cording to Pereira. 
explaining why the university "Phase A is going to be to 
decided co do a redesign. completely redesign and launch 
"There arc two angles to it. the site, concentrating on the 
There's the technical side of why expccrcd audience," Pereira 
it needed to be redone . . .  and said. 
then there's the marketing side," The next and final phase will 
Johnson said. be more focused on advancing 
Because of this, a lot of back- how the university's adminisua­
ground information and data tion and academic depamnents 
are going into the plan for the arc represented. on the web. 
website. According to Johnson, "We re making due in the in-
several thousand surveys asking terim," Pereira said. 
for opinions on the current site Despite the faa that changes 
were sent out to prospective stu- can't be made to the current 
dents. template, the current rwu.ed.u 
When asked what about the home page is updated as much 
website is actually goin__g to as pc>Mible in an attempt to 
change, both Pereira and John- keep those cum:ntly associated 
son answered with one word: with the university happy and 
everything. The technology, up-to-date while also attraeting 
function, and navigation will all new students. 
change, as well as the look. 
The only resemblance the up-
Groundbreaking 
project passed 
Turf field setfor summer 2011 
construction 
AIWIDA NEWMAN I Managing Editor 
The Board ofTrwtccs recent­
ly approved the installation of 
a turf fidd, much to the ex­
citement of many on cunpw. 
At their Dec. IO meeting, 
the Board ofTrustees voted to 
pass the lidd, a decision that 
was anxiously awaited by ath­
letes and faculty alike. 
"This is a tremendous projecc 
for the university communi­
ty," said Dave Kemmy, Acting 
Director of Athletics. "This 
will be a signature component 
in the middle of our cunpus 
that will enhance the entire 
area around it. The levd of ex­
citement this is generating is 
�ifi� "is more than rub­
ber and synthetic grass," said 
senior Drew Smith, who has 
been a big advocate for the 
fidd since its proposal. "It 
represents a new and exciting 
chafc
ter in the book of RWU 
r:: th!���tn7�� �d.!!�!��k: 
ing athletes chat have been his­
torically disadvantaged by the 
lack of facilities." 
The approximate cost of the 
project is $2.15 million dol­
lars, a sum that includes the 
stadium, its scatin_g, a new 
scorel,oard, a hawk logo in the 
middle of the field, and a new 
foul ball netting system along 
the first ba,e line of the base­
ball field to prevent ffy balls �dd, straying onto the turf 
According to John King, 
Vice President of Student 
Affairs, the school is look­
ing to fundraisc in order to 
help pay for the field. They 
arc also hoping for donations 
from benefactors, as well. The 
first major contribution was 
a $50,000 donation from the = �;�,w:/t�r. 
lil!hts. 
'the turf field will have the 
capacity to seat approximately 
575 people. 53 of those seats 
will have seat backs, and the 
rest of the seating will be alu­
minum bleachers. "The field 
will be capable of handling a 
I 00-ycar storm," King said. 
"What this means is the field 
can be hit by the worst storm 
imaginable, and it will be able 
to be used the day after." 
The fidd owes this ability 
co i� unique draining system 
which, according ro King, is 
the "most imponant and ex­
pensive pan." 
However, the field will need 
only a one-time installation, 
and then it will be able to be 
renovated as needed. "The 
carpet on the field is expected 
to last 14 years," King said. 
"When it's time to replace it, 
the cost is much less than the 
total project cost, becawc the 
drain� system remains in 
place. The field can be up­
dated with any type of turf, as 
well. 
RWU chose R.A.D. Sports 
to build the field. The com-
b:ft 0�nt:rt�0��t!1�� 
Foxborough, Mass. R.A.D. 
Sports will lay the field with 
"field turf." King said. "We 
chose field turf because it's 
the best available turf at this 
time based on RWU's specific 
needs." 
The administration brought 
in engineers &om Gale Engi­
neering Co. Inc. in Boston, 
Mass. to help make the deci­
sion. "Gale took a ream to dif-
&:rent turf fields and let people 
sample the different types of 
turf," King said. "They were 
most impressed by field turf." 
The Gale Engineering team 
also did the complete design 
of the field and helped die 
school with the company se­
lection bidding process last 
spring, where they quote a fall 
20 IO price. R.A.D Sports was 
chosen through this bidding 
process, and later agreed to 
maintain their fall 2010 pric­
ing despite the spring 201 1  
installation. 
"There is lots of enthwiasm 
about the field," King said. 
Junior Lawin Pendleton, a 
c.apcain of the women's soc­
cer ream, echoed King's senti­
ments, saying she is very ex­
cited to play· on the field next 
fall. "I fed that getting this 
turf field is a hu,11e stepping 
stone for RWU/ Pendleton 
said. "It is also a very positive 
motivator for student athletes 
here, as well as a way of keep­
ing up with competition. But 
most of all, I sec it as a reward 
for all the athletes, �ches, 
and staff [for their] hard work 
over the recent years." 
The field is unnamed as 
of press time, but King said 
there are still opportunities for 
alumni or local businesses to 
change that. 
For those who can't wait to 
sec the field, there is a small 
sample of the turf and one of 
the seat back chairs sec up out­
side the Athletics Department 
in the Recreation Center. 
Construction began on May 
23, two days after the 201 1 
Commencement Ceremony, 
and is expected co be com­
pleted "before the fall semester 
starts," King said. 
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Swoop: 
behind the 
beak of RWU's 
mascot 
GllfllN LIHANCE I Herald Reporter 
Students may be surprised to 
hc..- that the identicy of the 
largest, most spirited bird on 
campus is being kept top secret. 
much of the ca.mpw, some 
students feel that the mascot 
should be: seen at major sport­
ing events. Junior and Vanity 
ach.lctc Danica Delia said she 
feels that Swoop should be mak­
ing appearances at the weekend 
sporting events. 
MU!< Fu«·o 
Milu Siino, own,r of Mexican mtaurant Nacho Mamas, found $40,000 of monry and jtwkry 
left at on, of his tables. Instead of pocluti'!g ,h, loot, Si no ,q,orted the find to Bristol police. 
Roger Williams University's 
mascot, better known to the 
student body as Swoop, is one 
of the most well-known figures 
on campus, ap�ing at sport­
ing events, social gatherings, 
and different themed weekends. 
Overseen by Student Programs. 
and Leadership, and more spe­
cifically, senior Kim Salvato and 
sophomore Amanda Studley, . 
the school's mascot is shown 
through a select group of stu­
dents' perso nalities. 
"This past weekend there was 
a laaos.se doubleheader and it 
would have. been a great place 
to see him," Delia said. . 
Any suggestions or comments 
regarding swoop are welcome 
to be posted on Student Pro­
grams and Leadership's Faa:­
book page, Salvato said. $20,000 and  a n  engagement  
ri ng ,  fou nd at Nacho Mama 's "Curn:ntly we have six stu­
dents serving as Swoop," Sal­
vato said. She added tliat each 
student has an opportunicy to 
apply fur the position of the 
school mascot. 
Salvato commented that the 
department is utilit.ing the page 
much more for publicu.ing 
events and is currently having a 
give-away for the 500th penon 
to 'like' the page on Faa:book. -.llllYI Herald RetJort,r 
Bristol r<ecntly made headlines 
following a sUJJ>ris� event 
mat tooli place in local mcxican 
restawan.t, Nacho Mama's. T he 
owner, Mike Siino. found a bag; 
containing OY<r $20,000 and 
an engagement ring valued at 
another $20,000. Siino says he 
never even considered keeping 
the bag for himscl£ 
•1 knew that it was someone's 
money, lt was $20,000, it wasn't 
a litde amount of money by any 
chana:." Siino said. 
The bag wa, left in Nacho 
Mama's around I p.m. in the 
afternoon. Around 4 p.m., a 
young girl informed Siino that 
she had found a white Mohegan 
Sun bag; in one of the booths. 
She had no id.ea what was inside 
of the bag. 
•1 went and put it behind the 
�tcr, whCK we put lost and 
found items, and arou nd 7:30-8 
p.m. that Friday night, J Jook,d 
in it, and there was a box with 
an engagement ring and a re­
a:ipt for $20,000, and there 
wu $20,000 cash in the bottom 
of the �• Siino said. 
Nacho Mama', loot and found 
has never had something ,o 
valuable in it. The bag sat in 
the restaurant for how. before 
anyone even lmew it was there. 
Siino immediately called the 
polia: to report the bag upon 
discovery. 
"It was pretty crazy, so we 
called the cops, and the cops 
didn't know what to do. T hey 
were looking for the guy, trying 
:ft him on the receipt; Siino 
While the Bristol Police were 
looking for the penon who left 
the bag behind, Nacho Mama's 
received a phone call right be­
fore they were about to close for 
the night. 
"He said, is there any chance 
that I left something at yow 
restaurant? And I said well yeah, 
you left twency grand. I was te­
ally astonished," Siino said. 
The man who lost the b
ag 
did not get . his money back 
that night. His bag was being 
�!r t��:�:�
l
!
o
::�:
h
� 
tion first. Bristol PD had to £_ 
tcrmine if the money wu legal 
before they could return the lost 
items. 
"They did their background 
checks; everything wu legal. 
He', a 3 I-year-old black jack 
player, a profc&sional," Siino ex­
plained. 
The bag owner's profession ::= :�u� C::. �?��� 
just gotten back from a tourna­
ment. lhc money was wrapped 
in Mohegan Sun straps, but 
Siino still could not be sure that 
the mono/ was legal. 
"I didnt know if wu drug 
money. I could have goncn shot 
rolling a burrito for a Roger 
facebook � - .... 
Facebook can be l i ab i l ity for 
· post-college job seekers 
111111'1 JANIE I Herald Reporter 
While Facebook has connect­
ed millions all over the world 
and created social opportunities 
for many, in the professional 
world, It can be a very danger­
ous thin!\· 
"I don r know If srudems 
would be told that directly from 
an employ«, but I have heard 
many stories from employers 
who speak about nor hiring 
someone or not inviting them 
in for an interview [because of 
their Facebook content]." said 
Robbin Beauchamp, the Direc­
tor of Roger Williams Univer­
si!l's Career Center. 
But they won't �ve that kind 
of feedback, they II just move 
on to the next candid.are," Beau­
champ said. 
The social networking sire 
may be a great tool to connect 
you to your best ftiend study­
ing abroad in Australia, but for �= ��ng r3ut�: ::oc!r�r: 
plication,, �«book can deeply 
hinder one's progress as a pro­
fessional. 
Tricks that many use to avoid 
this problem include changing 
your name so that employers 
can't find you or making your 
profile extremdy private so chat 
only your friends arc allowed to 
sec the content. 
"Some people don' t have to 
remove anything;, Beauchamp 
said. "Bur you really do have to 
look at it with that �c of 'what 
:,:1
,eeople going to think of 
Many srudents will even create 
rwo Facebook accounts: one for 
their fticnds and another more 
professional one for employers. 
But instead of going through 
this hassle, another networking 
site was launched in May 2003, 
and is the prime online net­
workin
g 
tool for prof..,ionals. 
Linkcdln, as of March 22, 
20 II, claims over I 00 mil­
Uon registered wcrs, with 21.4 
million of them in the United 
States. A business-oriented so­
cial networking site, Linkedln 
is available in six different lan­
guages and is recommended by 
many professionals as the best 
way to connect ro those in a ca­
reer path similar to yours. 
'"To me, Unkcdln is Facebook 
for professionals," Beau�amp 
said. "This is where everybody 
is posting more about what 
they're doing professionally. It's 
very, very career-oriented. It's 
really about networking. 
"I enjoy Linkedln and I teach 
a lot of students how to use it 
because if you want to find peo­
ple who have a career path that 
you're interested in learning 
about, it's a great tool co start 
talking to people before you 
even apply fot a job." 
Williams student, you know," 
Siino said, 
However, since the mo ney 
was legal, and it was n:turoed 
ro its rightful owner, Siino dots 
nor have to worry about being 
involved with drug money. In­
stead, he was given a reward for 
making the right choia:. The 
man who lost the money gave 
Siino $1,000 in cash. 
"He handed me the envelope 
with the cash, and said that he 
was very embarrassed about it, 
and the other thing was that, 
for his sakcy, he didn't want to 
give up his name," Siino said. 
The professional gambler 
chose to keep his privacy and 
remain anonymous. Consider­
Ing the amount of time the bag 
was left unattended, he was very 
lucky to have his belongings re-
turned to him. 
"Anybody could have come 
in here, eaten, looked at it, and 
said see you later! Bue it just sat 
here for hours," Siino said. 
"We release applications to 
the student body at the beR.in­
ning of each semester and then 
COncluct a interview with each 
srudcnr who returns an appli­
cation. From there we choose 
whomever .seems to fir the role 
and is f ull of school spirit," Sal­
vato said. 
Currently, Swoop is a 
well-known addition 
to varsity athletic pep 
rallies, and univer­
sity-hosted commu-
9icy gatherings, 
This is a very unwual event to 
take place in here in Bristol and 
a very unlikely event for Nacho 
Mama's owner. bur Salvato said 
"You would be SUJJ>rised how I that the department 
many people have come up and she encourage 
to me and said, man you'te a other clubs and groups on 
dumbass, yo.u s�ould �av� t campw to request Swoop for 
that money, S��o. sa.i
d. Its a their programs. 
crazy story �� it s  J�t brou�t •y0u can request Swoop 
a lot of posmvc �mgs to ihc through OrgSync, an online 
restauran!• _and f?cre arc a lot �f ncrworking site," Salvato said. 
other posmve chmgs to come. · Although Swoop is open to 
If you tthink you have what it 
rakes to be the next Swoop, be 
on the look our for applications 
this coming fill. 
Aerob ic  c l asses at RWU a l l ow 
stude nts to work i t  out · 
HIFFIN WIIAN<EIH,raijlletJort,r Tone & Sculpting, Butts and 
Tuesday morning at 6:30 is �:.-
c
:!�td��
r
%11c!>� ili� ::��� 
typically quiet and calm for 
chC Roger Williams University popular clw amongst students, 
ca.mpw, but for a certain group an early morning Spinning 
of students, quiet and calm arc dass. 
the last: fcdings on their mind. A wide variety of classes offer 
RWU prides itself on its beau- a variety of fitness and training 
tiful campus, great food, friend- options for many different sru­
ly staff, and also their efforts to dents. 
have a student and faculcy body 
Freshman Sarah Smith said 
that is healthy and happy. In that she tried four diffen:nt 
order to do so, the university classes out last semester to fig­
offers a state-of-the-an fitness ure out what would class would 
center. More recently, students be best for_ her. �dreozzi said 
h�vc been give� the ope_ortu- h� ag_recs with chis method. 
mty to rake part m group fitness- With so _many classes, stu­
and aerobic classes taught on dents can pick the perfect one 
cam us. • for their workout ability and «w\ teach all of our classes 00_ their schcdulci" Andreozzi said. 
sire, some taught by local certi- All classes are open to any un­
fied trainers, others by graduate dcrgraduatc s_tudenr,_ as long as 
srudcnu who have been ccrti- they have theu ID with chem. 
fied and occasionally we will Recently, the trainers at RWU 
have an undergraduate reach a �av� added Zumba_ classes_: a 
class," said Dr. Mark Andreozzi, f usion of hypno�1� mw1ca.J 
Fitness Coordinator at RWU rhythms and tantal1zmg moves 
Currently! rhc university �f- to create ! dynamic workout 
fcrs six different types of classes system desr�ned to be f un and 
to meet students needs: -.·, ,.,..1, easy to do, according to the 
BEN WHITMORE 
university website. 
"Andreozzi said that the fitness 
department is very open to sug­
gestions or comments from stu­
dents. "We try to fir everyone's 
· taste, If a student wants to sec a 
class offered, they can suggest it 
to us," Andreozzi said. 
Junior Jake Fisher said he 
agrees and thinks that the va­
riccy of offerings of the dif­
ferent classes is very useful for 
stud en ts. "I wenc to a few spin 
classes and loved them. Having 
these dasscs allows srudcnts ro 
exercise as a group," Fisher said. 
He added that it helps to keep 
students motivated instead of 
having to panicipatc in the 
traditional intensive personal 
workout sessions. 
Students can find schedules 
of all of the offered classes both 
online at the RW U website and 
posted around the Recreation 
Center. 
"These classes are an excellent 
way to get involved socially and 
physically with the local com­
munity," Andreozzi said. 
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For- some, roma nce i s  a c l i c k  away 
MICNIW 1111 Herald Reponer 
For many, finding that special 
someone can be easily accom­
plished with a few dicks of one's 
mouse. 
There are many negative st� 
reotypes that go along with on­
line dating, but for one Roger 
Williams University sopho­
more, who wishes to remain 
anonymOus, her online dating 
�eriencc has been positive, so 
fai. 
"I decided to use an online 
daring website half as a joke 
and lialf seriously," she said. "I 
had been single for about five 
months and wanted a serious 
relationship. I feel like I know 
a large number of guys at RWU 
and a lot are either in relation­
ships or looking for drunken 
hookups, which can be fun, but 
in the end is so empty." 
With many online dating sites 
to choose from, there is seem­
ingly one fur everyone, with 
sites that appeal to nearly any­
one's race, sexual orientation, or 
religion. 
So how do you know which is 
the right fur you? 
The RWU student who uses 
the dating site Plentyoffish. 
com, chose that site over the 
others because of the publicity 
it had in Lady Gap's music vid­
eo "Telephone" and also in Brit­
ney Spears's "Hold it Against 
Me" video. 
"I felt like this gave it a posi­
tive reputation and seemed reli­
able," she said. 
According to Computer 
World, the United States gener­
ated $957 million in revenue in 
2008 from online dating servic­
es and projects that the online 
dating market will increase to 
$932 million hr this year. 
• [Plentyoflish is one of the 
few dating websites that is free 
because I didn't feel llke paying 
$30 a month on cHarmony or 
Match[.com]." 
Not-so-easy eating 
Students cope with gl uten a l lergies 
IINSIY JANll j Herald Reporter 
For many, going out to cat 
is a simple luxury. Watching a 
movie and snacking on whatev­
er junk food is available is a no 
bra.incr. When walking into the 
Upper Commoru, the choice 
between pasta and stir-fry takes 
all of five seconds. But for those 
afflicted with Ccliac Disease 
or even just a gluten intoler­
ance, all these instances become 
much more complicated. 
• [The gluten] does not harm 
me because I am not allergic 
to it," said Lauren Buckley, a 
Roger Williams. senior. "People 
who have Celiac Disease arc al­
lergic so therefure [they] cannot 
break down the protein, but it 
also degrades their small intes­
tine and other digestive tissues. 
When I do ingest gluten I just 
become very bloated and some-
times vomit." . 
Across the United States, more 
than 3 million people arc living 
with Ccliac Disease. Those who 
have been tested for Ccliac and 
ha.vc had results come back ei­
ther negative or inconclusive are 
known as Non-Ccliac Gluten 
Sensitive. Developing gluten 
sensitivity happens to approxi­
mately I in 7 people. 
"Th1s is fairly recent to me. I 
do nor have any other family 
members with the disease," said 
Buckley, "A, far as I know I just 
developed this tolerance. My 
doctor thinks I could have just 
had a serui_tivitf that became 
worse over umc. 
Gluten itself is a protein com­
posite that appears in foods that 
are processed from wheat, bar­
ley, and rye. It helps dough rise 
and keep its shape and often 
gives the final product a chewy 
texture. While people with glu­
ten intolerance have adverse 
reactions to eating wheat, they 
arc not allergic to wheat, spe­
cifically. 
Roger Williams Univmity 
goes to great efforts to provide 
all students with a healthy and 
fulfilling meal. 
"This school is very good at 
helping people with Celiac 
Disease and a gluten intoler­
ance so th� can cat what they 
want," Buckley said. "They have 
breads, pastas, and lots of other 
�t food in the Commoru. 
Th
ey 
even cany f utcn-frcc 
foods in the C-store. 
Though being gluten-free 
sounds demanding and somc-
:��
es
th:t
e
�v��:�
i
�t•c i�ck/,?-
come used to it and has gained 
the knowledge she needs in or­
der to cat well when her food is 
in other people's hands. 
"At first this was very difficult," 
Buckley said. "I had to ask what 
was in everything. Mainly l ate 
salad and lots of vegetables, but 
after awhile I got to know what 
ingredients were in everything, 
so now I am a pro," 
In an anide titled "Shocking 
Online Dating Statistics" on the 
website Zimvi.com, one out of 
10 sex offenders use onlinc dat­
ing to meet people. 
"People assume that everyone 
on this website is a sex offender 
or a loser, but it's actually a lot 
of people who arc in the same 
boat as me," she said. " . . .  Just 
unlucky with love and lookin§ 
to take control of the situation. 
The RWU sophomore went 
on two dates with guys that she 
IJ!.� �o':!J
en
i:�;:
o
i;:;, 
throu� my mind beforehand, 
like what I would do if some­
thing went wrong and this per­
son wasn't who I thought they 
were. You have to plan ahead 
for these things and make sure 
that you know the person fairly 
well before actually hanging 
out." 
The guys took her to nice res­
taurants and despite her nerves, 
the two dates were successful. 
"I haven'{ P.lnc on a date since 
my ex-boytriend and it was so 
nice to actually dress up and 
experience old school chivalry," 
she said. "I am definitely fling 
to sec both of them again. 
Even with the negative conno­
tatioru that go along with on­
line dating. many popular cul­
ture movies such as Euro Trip 
and Napoleon Dynamite have 
showcased online dati� in a 
positive light. In one episode of 
Keeping Op with the .Karoashi­
ans, Kloc's sisters set her up on 
an onlinc dating website. 
"Online dating has a negative 
reputation that you're pathetic, 
uJtiy or weird if you sign up. 
However, some people just find 
it an easier way to connect with 
others," the RWU sophomore 
said. 
Another dating site called 
Howaboutwc.com takes' a dif­
ferent approach with online 
dating. Once you create a 
member profile, the question 
"How about we .• .  " is asked 
and left for you to answer so 
that other members can see. An 
example would be that a mem­
ber would fill in: "How about 
we . . .  mke a walk on the beach 
and have a romantic dinner." If 
another member secs this and 
thinks that they would like that 
date, th1 can click the "I'm 
lnaigucd button to set up the 
date. 
Another popular free online 
dating site that is advcnised on 
television is called Zoosk.com. 
It is set up similar to Facebook, 
where there is a newsfccd and 
visitors can see updates from 
the users that you arc compat­
ible with. 
"As long as you are honest 
about who you arc, use legiti­
mate picturts and aren't too for­
ward, anyone can have success 
online dating." th� RWU soph­
omore said. "You never know, 
· maybe your true love is only a 
click away." 
Students get infatuated with LikeALittle 
GRIFFIN W�NCI I Herald Reporter 
Last December, Roget Wil­
liams University students be­
gan viewing and contribut-
t�i�l:.:m�
cbs
�s all� 
allows anyone with an Inter­
net connection to post anony­
mowly about anyone whom 
they sec walking around, sit­
ting in class or passing by on 
campus. Students will log on 
to tfi.e website and post some­
thing about someone they sec 
and where they sec them. 
' Co-Founder and CEO Evan 
Reas started the website with 
some friends as a site to com­
municate with people on an 
anonymous basis. The site was 
,launched on Oct. 25, 2010, 
and now currently has over 50 
colleges following and posting 
daily on the site. The Monday 
before Thanksgiving break, 
sophomore Senta! Dickran 
heard about this site through 
friends who attended ocher 
universities and thought that 
it would be something that 
RWU could use. Dickran e­
mailed Reas who then set up 
an account for the university. 
Dickran is now labeled at the 
Founding Member, meaning 
that she moderates the site for 
misuse of language or names. 
A, of the beginning of De­
cember, RWU was in the top 
seven college and universities 
to have the most postings. 
Reas and his co-founders saw 
a need for a way for peers to 
communicate with others 
without names being attached 
t
�.&1
°
;:if and two co-founders 
wanted to create a way to let 
people anonymously com­
municate with people around 
chc globe while staying in real 
time," Reas said. 
Reas said that in order to keep bu�i:: :n�:��:�:�; 
to be had, a fruit name is given 
to each post to make following 
a conversation easier. Students 
have seen posts being named 
by Guava, Cucumber, Melon, 
and many others depending 
on the amount of postings. 
Students at RWU began 
hearing about this website 
in late November. Fresh­
man Kim Manikas said that 
she heard about the website 
through friends via Faccbook 
and tfccided to  check it out. 
"A lot of my friends 'liked' it 
on Facebook and told me that 
I should look at all of the post­
ings," Manikas stated. 
Students can simply type 
in the web address and post 
something immediately a6out 
anyone that th
ey 
wish. While 
some feel that this is a fun and 
a fast way to communicate, 
some disagree and think that 
its function should be ques­
tioned. 
Professor of History Mike 
Swanson said he thinks that 
"the final motive of the website 
should be put into question 
if all of the poses are anony­
mous." Swanson said he feels 
that a site such as Faccbook 
allows users to connect with 
friends, groups and causes, 
while LilieALittle keeps peo­
ples' identities anonymous. 
"I have to question the op� 
portunity for good from tli:is 
website, and if there isn't one, 
than you have to question the 
motive of the website," Swan­
son said. 
Reas said he recognizes that 
having the poses on the web­
site remain anonymous can 
cawc for issues. "Some people 
have said that anonymity lets 
people be very ofli:nsive and 
abusive, but we arc trying to 
be very proactive about keep­
ing things �itivc," Reas said. 
He added that every school 
is assigned five or more mod­
erators who arc in charge of 
banning ccnain words that arc 
negative or offensive. "These 
assigned students can delete 
any post immediately, so the 
community has full power to 
enforce the site," Reas said. 
Freshman Caner Cyr said he 
thinks that there are two dif­
ferent sides to the website. 
"Some people will just fool ' 
around with friends and we 1 
.it as a joke, while some people 1 
use it to express their feelings," 
I C
l! 
said. 
I really don't know how : 
many posts Roger Williams I 
has actually posted, short of 
counting all of them; the best 
answer to how many would 
simply be a lot," Reas said. 
With the site reaching high­
er popularity each day, Reas 
and his team hope to create 
a location-based chat within 
the near future, which would 
allow for people in the same 
area) classroom, hallway or 
common area to chat with on 
another on the site. Reas un­
derstands that the website has 
the potential to be negative, 
but asks everyone to "be Airt.r 
and fun: everyone wins then. 
As finals on campus begin, 
students can continue to post 
and comment information on 
their peers, but will always ask 
themselves the unanswerable 
question of "who is 'melon/ 
that just commenced on my 
post. 
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1. Alumni & Admi.ulow Center - This building was de­signed by an architect alumnus of our very own School of An, An:hicccrurc, and Historic Pra-­crvation. It's home base for tow guides and prospective students and funilics. Accordingly, it's very nice inside. 
2. Global Hcrilllg< Hall -GHH, as it's tnorc commonly known, is the newest A�hip academic building. It's got high-tech multi-media produc­tion Labs, a giant green screen, _ c u l t u ra l ly - t h e m e d  claurooms, and, moat impomncly, A the campus' only W SQrbuclu. 
They also usually love their great 
views of th� Mt. Hope Bridge (Willow has some of the best 
views of any campus dorm). 
6. • Center fur Student De­'ftlopment - Better known as CSD, the building across from Cedar is not located across from the fr<S!unan dorm by coincidence. Inside CSD you'll find the Health Services (sec­ond Boor) and the offices of student conduct, housing, and Team CARE (the RA, HOW E and PEER organization). If you need help with anything, chances arc you can get it in CSD. 
To Abneida 
Apartments 
N 
to funn group identities based on which unit,they e<sidc jn. Maples one through 12 develop distinc t  �up personalities and become close-knit fumilies. 
4. Cedar Hall - It's the only all-freshman dorm. A, of cwo ycan ago, Cedar began con­ducting bag checks in the ves­tibule at the main entrance of the donn. But with some of the friendliest RAs on campus and the highest conc.entra­tion of freshmen in one build­in� you're sure to find fun and make friends in Cedar. 
S, Willow Hall - It's confus­ing, hue the dorms with cedar shin�cs are che called "Willow." They re set up in townhouse lay­outs, with co-cd., community ba.throoms and two- to four­roomed Hoors. Like Maple, Willow residents usually form close tics with their unit mates. 
s 
7. Fine An, Ballding - Ev­eryone's favorite octagonal building, the Fine Arts Build­ing, is home to the Visual Arts depanment. When you sec random doors, mwhrooms or manikins strewn about campus, clwtccs arc they are the product of students in the Occagon. 
8. Feinstein CoUege of Ans and Sciences Lcctun, H.U. -CAS's lecrure halls are the big­gest on campus. Usually, they're occupied only by archirecture, engineering, or scicnc.c classes. But fur extracurricular pu!Pos­cs, they arc the settings of film showings, furums, and guest speakers. 
9. Felaatdn College of Ans and Sci<DCCI Clauroonu -CAS (pronounced Cce-Ay-Ess, 
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You a1 
Learn what you need to know about whe--re:1) 
NOT Ka..s) is home to the mainstay of academic class­
rooms. You'll c;a.kc most of your CORE classes here, as well as Political Science, Histo7, Eng­lish, and other classes. It s a hub of activity in the morning and, thankfully fur those with 8 a.m. classes, it features a snack bar, fully S!ockttl with eight coffee dispemcn. 
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10. School of Engineering, Computing, and Con.ltnlc­don Management - The En­gineering building houses some interesting projects from past studencs, such as solar-powered craft and model bridges. The builCUng has a nic.c lounge area with a. lV; it's perfect for study­ing, chatting, or relaxing be­tween classes. 
11. Gabelli School of Bwi­ness - Gabclli is home to the Business and Math depan­ments. Inside, you'll find cool classrooms full of computers, S!ock tickers, and big projector screens. A new student lounge was builc last year, and is full of 
comfy couches and rabies per­fect fur laying scene to study groups. Plus. thece's a Hawks' Hera.Id newsnand right out­side the lounge, making it easy to gtab a copy of the paper, sit down, relax, and read. 
12. Un.i..nity Library - The library has a lot happening. The lint Aoor has the learning commons, home of both PCs and Macs living happily to­gether, and the Mary Tefft 
White Center, home of many a lecture. The second fioor also has computers, except they're in cubbics. But what makes the second floor a hot destination is the Center for Academic Devel­opment -the home of the writ­ing, math, and CORE rutors. On the third Aoor, you'll find peace and quier, surprisingly comfy couches and ch.airs, and plenty of desk space to work ac. 
13. Admini&tntion Building - You'll be in the Administra• tion building often youc f=h­man year. Inside, you'll square 
:;nJe t1u��d::i� ��:: jor at the :i' tnr, and secure your aid p_ac e at the finan-ci.al aid office. d if you have no officia.l business to c2k.e care of, you might be able co have a 
chat with President Farish on his way in or out of his second­Boor office. 
14. School of An, An:hitec­ture, and Historic Preserva­tion - The architecture build­ing is home to the Archics - the hard-working and often-sleep­less architcctUre students work­ing at their studio desks inside. Atchics often are "in scudion well into the night. But because of an an g_allery and numerous displays of ,rudcnt work, even non-Archies c.an find 
a good reason to spend some time in the an:h.itecture build­ing. 
lS. The Commona - You' ll be eating many enjoyable meal, in the Upper Commons, home of Bon Appecit's buffet selec­tions. Nearly all of it is deli­ciow, nearly all of the time. Your mandatory meal plan is by no meam; a regrettable commit­ment. Downstairs, the Lower Commons will satisfy your off­hour hunger. There you choose furm ftcsh pixza, bucgcrs, salad, and Quimos subs. You can also check fur those precious pieces of snail mail in the mailroom and buy your textbooks and some fresh RWU gear at the school store. 
Freshman retrospectives: advice and·p1 
HENKY IDIJQIUN I Sports Edi1Dr New people. Differing sched­ules. Fresh living spaces. A new way of life. Though the transi• tion from high school senior to college fir�t�ycar can seem omi­nous and full of m:pidation, it is something that millions of kids undergo cad, year. And, with a couple of tips, whac can initially appear as a bombardment of nc:w things can be made seam­less and svelte. First off, make new &iends. Sure, the connections that _ _you carry from home may still be quite strong for the first few weeks as you undergo your 
metamorphosis, but eventually they will find new friends, too. You need to make yourself in­dependent from all of your old roots. That's not to say that you should end old hicndship,; just don't rely on them too much. On that note, I highly encour­age those who have significant others from back home to rc­cvaluan: their relationships in order to deem whether it is ap­propriate ro continue dating. You might think, "Oh, we're fine," but I saw many parmer­shjps -even one that had la.ncd ovec a decade - go 'kaput' by the end of the firsc semester. If you and your gitlfriend or boy-
friend are certain that this is not a problem, then more power ro you. However, if there is any doubt, it might be time fur a change. Second, get into a routine. Skipping class is a lot easier in college chan it was in high school - or, at least it was for me, anyways. Yer though the spring sun or the magnific.cnt 
-;i�dt m::1:�!�n miar:cJ: tening to a lccrurc �r 80 min­utes, fr is more imponant to go to cla.ss. I've always taken my academics seriously, so this was never an issue. But for those of you who this maybe is not as 
�m�� I :����:r�;;ru;tfo�f0� improve in chis aspect. Certain teachers will talcc away points (some to the brink of a failing_ grade) for a certain number of absences: chis is not some thing you want to have happen. After all, you're here to earn a degree, and you won't get chat by lead­ing a sedentary lifestyle in bed. Third, become involved. Im­mersing yourself into the clubs and organizations that you find interesting will allow you to meet like-minded people, no mactc:r what your interests and personality may be. lr is easy to sit back in your room and lay 
around, hut getting out there and putting yourself in these new groups does inva luable good boch socially and fur in­creasing your breadth of knowl­cdae. finally, be safe and have fun! 1bough you may make some choic:cs that, in hindsight, should ou2ht to have been handled differendy, we all make mistakes. Get out there and adventure into chis enchanting new territory. Meet new peo­ple. Try new things. Take nore of what works, and retire the practices that don't. College is a chapter of your life, and, ulti­mately, it is what you make of it! 
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16. Campw R«nation Cen­
ter - The Rec ccnccr has a lot 
going on. It's home to the of­
fices of all nine campus organi­
zatioru, the Hawk's Nest (a stu­
dent hang-our zone, complete 
with pool tables and flat screen 
television) basketball courts, a 
pool, a snack bar, and an exer­
cise gym. You'll spend much of 
your non-class time at the Rec 
center - sweating, laughing, 
hanging, working, eatin� and 
attending campus-wide events 
(like getting to sec big nam.c 
bands on the cheap). 
17. Information Conter -
This welcome shack is where 
Public Safety officers 
c a m p  
the barn because the building 
is built from two refurbished 
barns, fused into one building. 
Think that's cool? It gee's better: 
the barn is supposedly haunted 
by the ithost of a man who froze 
to death sitting in bis chair in 
the loft of one of the original 
barns. The ghost's chair is still 
in The Barn. Never sit in his 
chair. He doesn't like it. 
20, North Campw Res.ldence 
Hall - A,  GHH is to academ­
ics, New Res is to dorms. It the 
newest residence hall, complete 
with ten-person suites, single­
person apartments, and a great 
hall boasting 20-foot ceilings 
and a fireplace. It's also got ping 
pong tables, a pool table, and a 
convenience store, called the 
C-Ston:, stocked 
To Baypoint Inn and 
Conference Center 
out\ However, do n't knock on 
their door looking for non­
emergency assistance. Th
ey
'll 
direct you to Public Safety HQ, 
located behind }-Lot. 
18. School of Law and Law 
Ubrary - Herc's where the 
wicked sman grad students go 
to class. The only thing that 
undergrads might need in that 
building arc die IT offices, lo­
cated on the ground level of the 
Law School. 
19, Paforming Ans Center 
- The Barn is home to the the­
atre department and their many 
plays and musicals. It's called 
with groceries and a 
Dunkin' Donuts. 
21, North Clusroom Build­
ing - These classrooms were 
used for communications class­
es in the prc-GHH days. Now, 
they've been convened into 
dance studios, complete with 
ballet bars and floor-to-ceiling 
mirrors. lf you're ever inclined 
co visit, make sure you wear 
comfortable shoes - it's a hike 
to gee there, 
22. Bayside Court-The Bay­
side apanmcnts arc home to 
upperclassmen and arc the no­
torious hub of activity on week-
end nights. Freshmen, however, 
should be wary when sojourn­
ing co Bayside on a Friday or 
Saturday night, as increased RA 
and Public Safety Pn:scnce is 
designed to ensure that no un­
dcr-21 panicrs can head into 
the Bayside courtyards. 
23, Marine and Natwal Sd­
encc Building - MNS houses 
some pretty cool stuff. Besides 
having some of the nicest class­
rooms in any of the prc-GHH 
academic buildings, MNS has 
many fish tanks for public view­
ing, as well as myriad test cahks 
inhabited by clown, cuddle, 
and trigger fish, as well as sea 
horses and crustaceans, in pri­
vately displayed tanks in the 
dowrutairs labs. Sorry, only cer­
tain science students gain access 
to that pan of the building. But 
coming soon is a public viewii:i_g 
,lobby located in MNS's shell­
fish hatchery. 
24. Ston....U 
Terrace - Stonewall is stereo­
typed as the "quiet dorm." This 
docs not mean, however, that 
it is a fun-free dorm. Spacious 
common rooms accommodate 
friend-making and hanging 
out. Community sinks and 
refrigerators fuscer a sense of 
community within the suites. 
Stonewall also has a reputation 
foe being fairly clean. 
25, Almdda Apanmenra -
A lmeida is one of RWU's off­
campus housing offerings. There 
you'll find four- and five-person 
apanments, as well as single­
bedroom options. All have a 'full 
kitchen as well as a bath, living 
room, and bedroom. Almeida 
has grown-up living spaces thac 
still offer the lifeline provided 
by Team CARE. 
26. Wollr:ing Path - The 
crushed seashell walking path 
is one of the nicer attributes of 
RWU's gorgeous campus. The 
path wends its way down along 
the shoreline, through thickets 
and over small mcaaows. Us a 
�ri::.
spot for a picnic or flying 
27, Baypoint Inn and Con­
ference Center - Baypoint 
is RWU's second off-campw 
dorm. A convened Holiday 
Inn, Ba)'l>Oint rooms look Uk, 
normal hotel rooms - they'� 
goc
.
f
rivatc bathrooms, a per­
son hcatin)Vcooling system, a 
table lamp, full sized maru= 
and of cmusc, tacky wallpaper. 
Even better, Baypoint has its 
own dining hall with madc-to­
ordcr lunch options, as well as 
its own pool and gym. 
28, Bridge Houae - ThJ, 
property across- the street from 
tlic water tower houses a few 
of the university's profcs.. 
sor's offices. For the sor-
ty few who have to uavd off 
campus co visit your professor 
during his or her office hours: 
please be sure co cross the street 
on the crosswalk and look both 
ways. 
29, Unhaslty Raidence -
This gOIJl<Ow chunk of prop­
erty is the president's liousc. 
That's right, President Farish 
lives right across the street from 
RWU. This enables him to visit 
campus ofi:cn; you'll sec him 
strolling about campus fairly 
frequently. Plus, it helps P,:c,i­
denc Farish ace in accordance 
with the university's green ini-
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datives - his is one shon com­
mute. 
30. Public Safety and FacllJ. 
tic, Center - Located in the far 
teaches of campw lies the Pub­
lic Safety offices. Go hen: if you 
need assistance from a Public 
Safety officer personally. If you 
need co settle a parking ticket, 
don't go hen:. They will just 
send you to see Kate Tobin, the 
"Parking Queen," whose table 
is located in &one of the WQRI 
booth in the R,c Center. 
31, Mail Room - Come hen: 
to pick ue packages your n:Ja. 
elves and friends send you. But 
be sun: you show up only after 
,ou've received an e-mail from 
the mail center, sapng your 
package has arrived. They don't 
like it when you show up pre­
matwdy. 
32. EL'i Language Center 
- The ElS center is home to, 
well, the ELS classrooms. It's 
where many forei� students 
,iakc their classes. Its not when: 
most of you )<Viii tak, your for­
eign lanauue cluses, however. 
You'U most likdy tak, those in 
GHH. 
33, The Coar Center ud 
Fdllltdn Center for Senla 
Laming &: Community En­
gagement-This small buildi
ng 
with a long name used to be the 
house for the president of the 
university. Now, in im laccst 
incarnation, ic is the place 
to go for arty ca-
rccr help - resume writing, 
mock-interviews and other 
professional skill-building . .  The 
staff is hdpful and male.. sun: 
to keep their candy bowls well­
scockcd. 
34. Waterfront Leun1ng 
Platform - The only platfonn 
extending into the water on 
our side of the Mount Hope 
Bay, the dock is the launching 
point for all RWU watercraft. 
It's when: the sailing team de­
pans from and rerurns co, and 
it's where rented kayaking trips 
stan and cnd. 
�rspectivefrom brand ne,w sophomores 
. .. . 
NICHOLLE BUCKLEY I Asst. News Editor 
In hiith school, I enjoyed cvety 
class from anatomy co ceram­
ia. I volunteered at my church, 
worked at a shoe score, and was 
on a competitive dance team. 
Staying busy and being versatile 
were my strong suits. I chose 
to attend Roger Williams Uni­
versity because there were so 
many optioru to choose from, 
I needed optio ns considering I 
only knew one thing regarding 
college: I wanted to be involved. 
Ar. the involvement fair in 
early September out on the 
quad, it was fi nally rime to put 
myself out there. I ran around 
and wrote my name and e­
mail down on almost every 
club's and organization's sign­
up sheets. Everything seemed 
interesting: the Campus En­
tertainment Network, Ski and 
Snowboard club, Italian club, 
Dance club, A lternative Spring 
Break, and THE HAwxs' HER· 
ALD. Within the next week, I 
ceccived e -mails &om the clubs 
and organiz.atioru inform­
ing me of a meeting time. Of 
course I was nervous; hue more 
so, I was excited. I attended the 
meetings, met new people, and 
was instantly a part of some­
thing new. le was that simple co 
gee involved. By the end of my 
freshman year, I was a Hawkcttc 
dancer, an Admissions Ambas­
sador, and the assistant news 
editor of THE HAwxs' HERALD. 
Sounds cool, right? But, pco· 
pie would be shocked to know 
that shortly after returning 
from winter break in January, 
I was arrested for pos5C'SSion 
of an il legal substance. I was 
excited to come back to R WU 
and dive into second semester, 
especially after receiving a 3.7 
G PA the first semester; bur that 
one night changed almost ev­
erything. I was kicked off cam­
pus for a week, lose thcec merit 
points, had to pay a fine, cake an 
o nlinc drug education course, 
go to coun, and complete many 
hours of community service. 
My parents were vecy disap­
pointed in me. I could barely 
�: :��
c&!�
dar w:":!ng 
sec. My grades staned co sfip 
and I had no motivation to go 
to work or dance team practice . 
In time, I served my punish­
ment and my case was dismissed 
from my record. With the hdp 
of my supfonivc friends anci 
professors, got back on track. 
Everyone makes mistakes. '1hac 
was my first and it was a very 
big first mistake to make. To 
this day, I am still dealing with 
the consequences from that one 
night in January. 
A, I n:ffcct on my freshman 
year at RWU, I am so proud of 
evervthing I accomplished and 
all chat I learned aliout myself, 
rc�es.1 of what one stupid 
night caused. Of counc I wish 
it never happened, and I hil?hly 
recommenci avoiding any kind 
of trouble like "that, but it taug�lt 
me co make sman decisions, be 
safe, get involved, stay busy, and 
become friends with nice, good 
people. I cannot wait to move 
back and begin my sophomon: 
year. 
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EDITORIAL : Don 't take s treet  art  atface value  
MAH FUSCO I Photo Editor We arc all anjsr.s. In one way or another, there is something that we do, some­thing we are passionate about that no one else an duplicate. Art is everywhere: in the music th.at we listen to, in what we eat, and more imponam.ly, in everything we see. Rcgudless of the medium, art has a di= link to human c:xprcss�on. But what hap��s whcn we limn a person's 
abilicy to express his or herself? Street an lias bi:en around as long as there have been buildings fur arWcs to use a.s canvases, Unfortunately, when most people hear the word "'stn:ct," they think of teenagers 
w:�icu,s 
drawing naked stick figures on the 
/ sides of 
·t.,' $J_�� 
, Street an, how-i ever, has become "'' ili: th:C�Ic has become an Internet an forum for the real t world. Street art has pro­vided 
ists a means of creating anony­mous commentary about ev­erything from policies to social issues for all to sec. Since 1992, a predominant succt artist from London named Banksy ha.s made a name for himsdf by painting all over the world. Banksy's art is more than jwt visual: it is his opinion and take on the 
surrounding world, mosc ofren reflecting on social elements relating location at which they appear. Most of the art that Banksy creates is satirical, wing humor to express frustration. For <xample, a seicual heath and education clinic in London plays host to an illwtration of a nak.c:d man hiding from another man (presumably the husband) by hanging out of a window while the wife, also na­ked, looks on. However, many of hi., works look much deeper than that. In 2005, Banksy made inter­national news for painting on a wall in Palestine, or as he re­ferred to it "Segregation Wall" The wall, constructed in 2002 by the Israeli army, is nearly three times the height of the B lin Wall, and when completed, will run over 400 miles, essentially making Palestine the world 's larg­est opcn-a.ir � prison. 
Banksy placed images of children playing and created (drawn on) cracks in the wall revealing tropical places: a comment on how the wall stands between the people and a bright future. Despite gaining international notoriety, Banksy has actively kept his identity a secret from the public. "It rakes a lot of guts co srand up anonymowly in a Western democracy and call for thing, that no-one else believes in, like peace an�· us rice and freedom/' B writes in his book, Wall and ieee, pub-li.,hed in 2006. Since then, Baruy's an works have continued to appear acro,s the world and although it is still produced in the same dark alleys, street art as a whole has moved largely into the mainstream. According to a Reuters anicle publislied April 25, 2007, a Banksy work entitled "Space Girl and Bird" sold at a Bonha.ms auction for $576,000. ·Despite what they say, graf­fiti is not the lowest form of art ... It's actually one of the pur­est forms art forms available. There is no dicism or hype: it exhibits on the best walls that a town has to offer and nobody i, put off by the price of admis­sior,.," Banksy writes. Even though the street art culture has made a strong move towards the mainstream, these artists arc still met with heavy oppolition. Recently, Banksy released a self-made documcncary about the street art world entitled Ex.it Though the Gifr Shop. The filin is 
nominated for an Oscar in the category of Best Documen­tary Film. However, Banskv has been denied to receive his Oscar on stage. In fact, the street artist has been banned from even attending the award ceremony in which his film ap­pears, reports The Ampersand, an arts publication. commis­sioned by The Nauonal Post. I personally find it to be an outrage that an organi:r.ation such as the Academy of Mo­tion Picture Arts and Sciences would deny an anise the right to attend an event like the Academy AW2rds in suppon of their own art. Although Banksy's attendance will not af­fect his chances of winning and receiving an Oscar, I believe it co be a shortcoming on the Academy's pan to deny the anist the spotlight that he wa.s nominated for. The Oscars seem to have lost sight of what they truly recognize. w�ich is ��man ex­prcs.fion and rccognwng th� anises that have truly succeeded in wing the mediwn of motion pictures to get their l'nc:ssagc across. "lmaginc a cicy where graffiti isn't illegal, a city where every-. body could draw wherever they liked, where every street was aw.uh with a million cofo13 and lirtle phrases, when: sttn<ling at the bus stop was never bor-ing. A city that fdt like a party where everyone W2S invited, not jwt the estate agents and buons of big business," Banby writes. "Imagine a city like thar and stop leaning against the wall -it's wet." 
WTF OF THE WEEK 
Lack of mac attack 
MAIUUSCO I Photo Editor Food is great. Food that goes with you is even greater. How­ever, food that i., left behind is tragic. Hc:rc's the scenario: You're late to class and you decide to catch a shuttle from your off-campus Almeida apanmcnc. But wait: you have not had anything to cat in the last 20 minutes, so you stan paniclcing. Luclcy for you, nothing travels better and is as easy to prepare as some good, old-fashioned macaroni and cheese. Add-some water, a quick zap in the microwave, and you're done and out the door. You make it to the shuttle .stop jun in time, books in one hand, and delicious, chee,y nourishment in the other. Phew. Unfummac�ly, you are not 
out of the woods yet: the shut• de is late. Frustrated, you tah a seat on the bench and place your belongings next to you so you can check a text m� rl,ac ha.s been buzzing angrily in _your pocket ever since you left your room. As soon as you manage to retrieve your phone, a shuttle - seemingly out of nowhere - comes screeching ro a haJc mere feet from your bench. Being the dedicated student you arc, you grab your books and hurry aboa.rd, The doors dose and you are off to class; finally, you can breath a sigh of relief. T1me for a snack; you've �med it. AJ you turn around jwt in time to see your wry treat disappear from sight, the nae words our of your mouth arc, undoubtedly, "Aw, WfF?!" 
KATLYN PROCTOR 
A lon,ly bowl of ma,: & rhm, sits on a shuttk stop bmrh. 
.. .  . . "-- .. -
Bad trip: Prom cancelled after four 
studen� eat pot brownies 
QIIISTINA 11111•,un I 11,�1d Ropon" For many high school stu­dents, prom is a magical night dreamt of for years prior to the event. Manr girls spend hundreds of dollars on dresses, hairstyles, makeup, shoes, limo rides, and prom tickets, while boys dish out money on tuxedos, prom tickets, and cs::te:·ts at Andover high I school in Massachwctts fiad all of their money wasted bccawc of four students' _poor decisions. Because these four high school students decided to consume pot brownies, two hundred students could not create the memories of prom night that millions of Ameri­cans cherish. A, a little girl I would watch Disney Channel movies that portrayed prom as the one! night that I could be a princess. For years I awaited the day where my prince would ask me 
to the special event, and would slow dance with me in the middle of a cl'OWd as a spot­lidlt shined down on the two or us. A5 I got older, I realized that Di.,ney i, not n:al life, but I stiU looked forward co a night when: I could wear a floor­length gown, get my hair done, ancf dance che night away with my friends. !fl had this night taken away from me bccawc four dumb kids threw up afm making the decision to con­sume Drownies with marijuana in them, I would ptobably beat those kids up. Ok, maybe not 
so dramatic, but I would be extremely urset. Although would like to put the blame on the high school students who ate the brownies, I honestly think that the ad­ministration is at fault for this disaster. Honestly, who shuts down a whole prom because of four �pie's mistakes? What about the 200 other kids who were smart and jun wamed to 
have a good time? All che news reports state char these children ate "pot laced brownies ." These brownies were not laced; when the high school students an: the brownies they knew the conse­quences. So the school admin­istration should have dt:alt with the students who made poor decisions, and let the other 
students enjoy their prom. Instead of taking into con­sideration the money spent on this one night and the memo­ries that were waiting to be cre­ated, these adults took the easy way our and jwr shut down the whole prom. What lesson is chis teaching its studenrs? The Andover High School admin­istration should have just dealt with the students individually and should have not punished the other students. Because of irresponsible students and 
� :i� fu!s��d;:;£:fin-nocent high school students all because of pot brownies. 
Drama at the Barn : A review of A PATCH OF EARTH 
JUIOWOU I He-raid R,poner I knew that a play about genocide wasn't going to have all the can bursting into song -comedic music and crimes agaimt humanicy rarely go together. However, when I got to sit in on A PATCH o, E.un-H's rehearsal, 1 wa.s blown away (and that wa.s just the rcl,earsaI!). Kitty Felde', A PATCH o, EAlrrH foUows Draien Erdemovif (Peter Anenault), a member of the Bosnian Serb 
Army's 10th Sabotage Detach­ment, a group responsible for a portion of the sfaughtcr of over 8,000 Bosniak men and boys in part of the Sn:bn:nica genocide. Guilt ridden, Deafen contemplates confessing his pan in the genocide, which remains unknown to everyone, aside from those who had a direct hand in the massacre. Drai.en tries to adjwt to civil­ian life but finds himself haunt-1 ed by the images of those he killed. His guilt puts a severe strain on his relationship with 
his wife, Vesna (Mary Dillon) and son. A confession could mean losing his freedom, and as he learns, his life, as ocher members of the I 0,h Sabotage Division would rather Draicn be silenced than allowed to unt.uth their crimes. Draicn struggles to do the right thing when all i, at stake: �i., funily, freedom, sanity, and his life. From seeing half the case in an ovcc-the-rop comedy a few weeks ago, I was truly stunned by how well the actors were able to step into their roles. I 
could sec the guilt on Dra!en's &cc, the worry in Vesna's eyes, the fear a Bosniak man felt as his execution W2S ordered. The ability of these actors to switch between such contrasting roles is a true testament to their act­ing ability. I was also impressed by the sec, which perfecrly signified the story's disheveled envi­ronment, and despite being physically inflexible, the set transforms from a bar to a bed.­room, to a killing field, and to a courtroom with no problems. 
I loved the show so much that I already have plans to see it again on opening night (and I hope to sec anyone with a copy of thi.1 1,'aper then: roo!). But Sundays show also has a e�ny big perk: the playwright' (Kitty Felde) will be attending and hosting a discussion following the show! This is particularly 
�itfj �:rh:%� D�tn gave his testimony, and much of the play is taken di=tly from the actual court tra.n­scripts. 
•·  
ORIENTATION EDITION 
U.S. automakers geared 
up for comeback 
lllBfflllKjilll!lne<sMwger 
Cars arc such an integr.d pan 
of the world today. They are 
almost as essential co our lives 
as the air we breathe. Bue it's so 
easy to lose track of just how 
significant a c.ar is, especially 
when living in the United 
States. The United States i., 
amongst the largest of auto­
mobile consumers. Today, it's 
estimated that there are over 
600,000,000 an on the road 
globally. With a world popula­
tion hovering around 7 billion 
people that's more than I car 
for every 12 people. There arc 
nor many more houses than in 
the world. What son of impact 
does having all the,e an on 
the road rrwco? 
We hear about the environ­
ment all the timc1 it's almost 
getting old. But how much 
driving arc we doing with all 
these an. Acamllng to the 
government there arc ap-�::::;:r �d�:: lf5 
milUon an, they get driven 
on average in cr.ccss of 12,000 
miles a year. 1hat's about 
745,000,000,000 miles a year. 
That's a lot of miles, and all the 
while we're pumping foreign 
fuel inco these cars. We use 
over 140,000,000,000 gallons 
a year. Multiply that by $3, $4, 
or even $5 per gallon and that 
number quickly grows. Just 
think about how much money 
wt the people of the United 
States spend purchasing foreign 
an and filling them with 
foreign oil. 
People constancly talk about 
the financial situation of the 
Unircd Stares. 
Household saving has praai­
cally ceased and people sink 
deeper into debt each year. Just 
think, what if every day w, got 
into our cars we were helping 
the American people. Helpin' 
our children and our chilcltens 
childreQ. Just think, where we 
cou.ld we be if our government, 
the bodf looking out for thi., 
country s well being invested 
the same $25,000,000,000 
they invested in the companies 
GM, Chrysler, and Ford into 
all new American transporta­
tion and energy technology. 
Why bail out old techno!OKY 
let alone companies that f.illed 
in the first place. We arc one 
of the few developed nations 
without an energy policy. Why? 
We were once an industrial su­
perpower but these day, what 
we have to rely on is our educa­
tion, money, and willingness to 
put both of those to good use. 
We're on the verge of a new 
age. We need to put f.uth in 
our future and stop getting 
hung up on the pa.st We need 
to invest in new ip.dusuy and 
beat the rest of the world to 
the punch. The early bird geu 
the worm, right? Well for the 
U.S. it's getting lare! It takes 
a few good ideas <o make big 
:�r��Ml�C: � ���Yu 
tak, the leap. With any luck, 
it could be what maka the 
U.S.A. the world lead« I, once 
was. 
WOMEN'S ISSUES 
Female Misogynists 
YAIWN Dlllj 11,raij lltporter 
There is a tendency among 
women to put all the blame for 
prnailing misogynistic stereo­
types in our cuJrurc, on men. 
Although this U often true, 
men arc not the only culprits 
for the image of women that 
exists in our society; women 
themselves arc too often the 
ones bringing themselves 
down. I sec it all the time io 
my travels on campw -girls 
that arc conscancly trying to 
make themselves appear weak 
and helpless, saying thing., like 
"J'm too tiny," or ,.We're girls 
we can't do chat!" By saying 
things like this these women 
are taking a cenrury-long leap 
back to when these ideas of 
women being incapable of 
doing anything romplicaced 
or difficult were taught and 
enforced. 
Admitting when you're in 
over your head and asking fur 
hei is a healthy thing co do 
an I am all for it, bu< 90 per­
cent of the time, 
' 
chc comment is being made 
about some action the s�r 
could most certainly handle on 
het own. 
It is alright to be girly, and 
ro love dresses, and pink, and 
pearls, bur it's demeaning to 
make yourself look intention­
ally weaker or less intelligent in 
the presence of men. I do not 
know many women who like 
being told they arc too weak or 
unintelligent 10 do anything, 
but for some reason, when the 
staccmc=n,1 comes with testoster­
one, it loses its sting. 
Most of w hayc this mind­
set to some degree, whether 
we want to admit it or not. 
For instance, some guy offers 
to carry my books for me, I 
am not going to take it as an 
insult, but if this was ever done 
by a girl, I would be annoyed 
she thought I couldn't handle it 
on my own. Discus.sing chis on 
campw, the rca.soning chat I 
was struck most by was the one 
stating that boys are stronger 
than girls by nature, and th.at 
girls are simply the weaker sex. 
This idea of being a damsel 
in di.stress iJ offensive to me. I 
think that it is about time 
we all wake up 
and realize that 
no m;uter 
how small 
or meek 
we've been 
told we arc, 
women 
are fully 
capable 
of saving 
themselves, 
and should 
do so. 
OPINIONS PAGE 9 
THE SLUT RUT PART II: 
How to talk to a 
promiscuous friend nicely 
RACY STAC'f I Herald Conhibu<or 
It's a part of our nature as girls 
10 want to kiss and tell, but 
what happens when you have 
a friend who is going too far 
with too many guys? The Bu 
goes around every winter, bur 
Ska.n.koricis goes around every 
spring - and it can be deadly. 
Skankoritis idwigk-ab-r1-
t1.-I (n): I - an extreme and 
dangerous dbease that ralces 
hold of females who are In a 
slut rur (sec "After brc:alc-ups 
:�i!C:�:u(ro� then comes 
become a way of life ifir is not 
stopped, resulting in the spread 
of sexually transmitted diseases 
or unwanted pregnancy. 
l1 also takes its toll men-
tally. Girl, with Skankoritis get 
emotionally attached 10 the 
guys they spend time with in 
the sheen, which leads ro their 
friends listening 10 them obsas 
over guys they barely know 
and comfon them until they 
qu.ickly move on 10 another 
shallow, phy,ical relationship. 
Treaune.nc: 
Get her some girl-on-girl ac­
tion. Noc Jikc that! Gee your 
mind ouc of the gutter! She 
might be actinl( this way be­
ause she doesn t feel like she is 
genlng enough attention from 
anyone in her Ii�. Therefore, 
she is subconsciowly seeking ic 
from random guy,. Try plan­
ning a girls' night and go out 
10 dinner or have a movie night 
before confronting her about 
her behavior directly. If she is 
reminded that she has awesome 
friends, she might no, feel the 
need to try to validace her self-
your friendship and your opin­
ion, comments lila this may 
malc.c it easier for her to assess 
her behavior. 
Sefay fint  
Be realistic when you tallc. a, 
her. Chances are she is not go­
ing to morph into a nun who 
intends co remain celibate for 
the rest of her life jwt because 
you voiced your concern. Ask 
her if she is wing condom, and 
birth control. If she is going to 
be sexually active with multiple 
panncrs, ic's better thac she 1s 
taking some precautions rather 
than none. Also offer to go 
with her to health services ro 
see if she is STD free, so that 
you can both breathe a llttle 
easier. 
One is NITT the loneliest 
number. If you and a group of 
yoor friends are worried about 
the worsening condition of her 
Skanlwritis, it's okay ro tallc. 
about it once or cwicc on your 
own before approaching her. 
However, it is very important 
that you don't let it evolve into 
a slanderous gossip session. 
the Feb. 17 issue of ----------------­
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Figure ou, which 
one of you she fttls 
the most comfort­
able talking to and 
have just one of you 
bring It up to her. If 
you all approach her 
<ogecher, she will fttl 
like she Is bei
� 
ALD on hawksher­
ald.com ) for an 
extended amount 
of time; 2 - a 
I 
strong addiction to 
phy,ical intimacy 
ihat is only curable 
1he slut rut is a phase that usually 
ki.rts far a little over a month; 
Skankoritis can become a way of life 
through imense 
intervention by a 
trusted friend 
Sa is a personal choice that 
should not be judged by othen. 
However, there arc special cir­
cumstances in whidi a friend's 
wellbeing i., at stake. If a friend 
is sleeping around consrandy 
I 
in 2.n altered state of mind or 
without wing protection, and 
you arc concerned, it Plight 
be time For you to seep in and 
sran playing doctor. 
Sympto11111 
The� is a big difference 
between a slut rut and Skan­
lwritis. The ,Ju, rut is a phase 
wonli by sleeping around. 
Don't play mom. The only _ 
time it is acc.eptablc for you 
to aa like a mom is when you are holding her hair while she 
is hugging the toilet. If you 
approach her like a scolding 
parent or authority figure with 
an accwin__g or disapprovin
T, acticudc, she will most like 
act like a teenager and rebc , 
or worse, refrain from telling 
�u about it anymore. So use 
I" scacemcnts when you arc 
talking to her. Instead of saying 
"You're acting like a slut," try 
saying wit really worries me 
how many P,.>" you've been 
with lately. Since she values 
�;ru:�  
It's not alWll}'W cuy 
to tell if a friend is bein
g 
too 
easy because everyone or us 
romcs from dil!'erc:n, back­
grounds and has di�, mn­
dard., as to what they belleve 
is acaptable. Nevenhclm, w. 
alw.ay, want to lc.ep our friends 
sak and emotionally stable. 
My advice: if they are acting 
like Samantha Jones, and seem 
genuinely happy and are being 
safe, let chem live In peace. 
But, if you can see diat they are 
doing it for the wrong rc:uon,1 
and not guarding their body or 
their hean, talk ro them befurc: 
their cue of Skankoritis tum1 
inro a case of syphilis. 
I 
ohat usually lasu for a little 
over a month; Skankoricis can 
Health Tip 
Your everyday routine may 
· be hurling your health 
CHIISTIIIA IIIUNGUflj Horald Rtpomr 
This ankle is noc meant to 
freak you our, or to make you 
drastically change your life. 
Rather, h is meant co correct 
your way of living. which ac­
cording to these laas, is prob­
ably wrong. We have all been 
raised to maintain personal 
hygiene, cat, breathe, and to 
live life healthily, but what if I 
told you tha, you are brushing 
your teeth, breathing. giving 
binh, sitting. 2.nd even poop--
ing wrong? 
It twn., out most of III arc 
bmuhing inconecdy, 
Who knew? Take a deep 
breath in and notice what pan 
of your body moves. For many 
of you, your chest will raise. 
This is bad. Instead of your 
chest raising. your stomach 
should inftate 2.nd de8atc when 
you breathe. If you have • 
stronger diaphragm then more 
oxygen enters your body, which 
derives away from fatigue and 
even sweaty palms. So boys, 
if you plan on holding a girl's 
hand anytime soon, practice 
brc:athin, abdominally so that 
your girls hand docs not awk­
wardly slide off yours. 
It turns out that women arc 
not supposcd tollc dow:n 
while giving birth. 
It's because it causes their 
babies to fight gravity. Aa an 
article on cracked.com states, 
• . . .  having babies is a Jo, like 
making babies -there's no one 
posirion that suits every sirua­
tion." In fact, some people have 
given birth with their heads on 
the ground and their l
egs 
in 
the air in a V-shapc and have 
claimed that their childbinh 
was not as painful as when they 
gave binh laying down. 
Do not brwh :,our kdh aha 
b,ukfut and dinner. 
If you do not want 10 ward 
off mends with your bad 
breach then pop a mint. Brit­
ish dentists have been doing 
research and have roncluded 
that brwhing your teeth ritdit 
afrer eating strips enamel from 
your ceeth, since your teeth 
are softened from acidic foods. 
This resu.lcs in a h.iither chance 
of getting cavitics.1"o get rid 
of that food bacteria in our 
cee,h we should actually Boss 
more than brush our teeth. 
You should still brush your 
teeth twice a day, but not after 
eating. 
Sitting can Cl.UK cancer. 
These day, everyone is telling 
us ,ha, basically everything can 
cause cancer. Certain foods. 
activities, and even cell phones 
have been proven 10 increase 
our risk of getting cancer. But 
now scientists have proven 
char sicting can also give w 
that dreaded sixActter disca.K:. 
Thousands of years ago, chain 
wich backs on them were only 
crc:arc:d for important figum, �=!".:J �o�':'• 
committee." It turns out we 
were not created for our bod1a 
to be contoned inro a fiFr 
angle, When w, are stand-
ing, our spines and al,dorninal 
muscles hdp suppon our ,ono, 
but when we are sitting, our 
spine rakes all the pressure: of 
our upper body, which adds 
pressure 10 our spinal disks. 
Experts say that we should sit 
on stools or bouncy balls. Your 
boss may no, approve of you 
sitting on a workout ball at 
your desk, bu, your back wUI 
be in better condition if you 
spon the medicine ball. 
You poop wrong, 
There iJ no bcner way to ,ay 
it, so I apologize for the crude­
ness. Apparencly sitting down 
on our modem toilets and 
releasing into the watery bowl 
acrually causes hemonhoidJ 
and divcrticular disease. It 
curns out chat when you bum 
into a public restroom, rushing 
in chc stall hoping to get out 
as fut as possible, and squat­
ting, you are aaually pooping 
coriectly. Cracked.com ,ays 
thar proctologists say that 
"We were not meant to sic on 
toilets, we were meant to squac 
in the field." When we sit we 
arc creating an angle in our 
digestive tract, but when we 
squat we create a straightaway, 
resulting in a .safer, faster bowd 
movement. 
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Osama bin Laden: 
Do U.S. wars in the Middle East have 
different meaning after terrorist's death? 
This past Sunday an event cook. that it is officially done and over place that Americans have been wait- with, although we still remain there, ing almost 10 years for. Osama bin the country can look back and be Laden was killed during a military thankful that we were able to remove operation, and at least some son of a leader that was huning his people. closure cx:a.J.rrcd for thousands of Democrats may not have wanted to families not only the United Soltes, be there, but the fact of the mancr is but throughout the world. After that we did go into the country, so we the Sept. 11 .  2001 anacks, the U.S. miith. t as well look at the glass as half began a campaign to fight terrorism fulJ: that would lead the country into rwo �anisran was the real war that wan. The question remains, though, was a.aI.ing with the capture of bin is the war still about terrorism, and Laden. He was clearly operating in wu the war still about the destruction the counuy, and we may not like to of al-Qaida, and the killing of Osama go into other nations to conduct war-bin Lad,n? fare, but after the anacks of Sept. 11,  Although the conflicts in Iraq and and all of the other operations that Afghanistan have been going on for bin Laden took part in, Afghanistan almost ten ---- --------- - seemed like ycan now, I "71?,,. wn, llllO "''"' goi•l o• owr th, past the logical still believe J«a,J,, and both wer, 11bo111 v,ry differmt option. There that under thingr as timt wmt on. • were ewo all of the bad wan going press, uid on over die bad politics CHRISTOPHER MUNSEY past decade, that the goal Herald Contributor and both of killing or were about capturing bin very different I.idcn was ������-------- things as time otill in mind. went on. lraq Both the lraq seemed to be War and the Afghan War have differ- pointlc,s after the first ,a months we cnt end goals, uid bct?an for reasons were there, but the war in Afghani-tcla,ed to bin Laden, but may at some sran was helping defeat al-Qaida. Bin point stravcd away from this goal. Laden was not only the leader of this ln.q wu chough, without a doubt, group, but he was the spirit of it. He the war thac was hard to figure out. was the leader who was able to inspire With each passing year, the Iraq War others to rake part in artacks, and became harder and harder co define, now thar he has been killed, al-Qaida :r�J:�  ��r:1:i!� rim �:a:b1!�om�=rdt��;l��-wa.sn't really the smancst idea to go Both of the wars began bccau,c of into In.q, at the time there could have attacks that took place in our country, seemed to be reasons to do so, but as but over time I ftel they both became we found out there tcally wasn't. about very different things. Iraq, by We knew that bin Laden wasn't the time it ended, was a romplctcly hiding in Iraq, so that war really had different war than what ic was when nothing to do with him. Of course · it began. The Wat in Afghanistan, thae were al-Qaida activities go- though, s12ycd at leas, sort of on track ing on there, but not on any level fiithting against al-Qaida, which is com.pared to in Afghanistan. Iraq w'nat it originally set ouc to do. became the war with no p0int. �ot 
God bless America! After ten yea.rs of a searching, the United Sates finally found and killed Osama bin Laden (ot Usarna if you feel special). The news came Sunday night just moments before a statement from President Obama, who authorized the assassination. With .the figurehead of al-Qaida and mastermind of the 9/11 attacks dead, is there a larger ques­tion looming? Does the death of the radical Jslamist's mascot represent the conclusion of our wat on terror, and therefore our need to be in the Middle East? Has our mission in Afghanistan been revised over the past decade, or has Osama always been our goal? Our adventure into Afghanistan ha.s never been 
Osama bin Laden was their leader, their figurehead, and we shot in him the head. Jwtice. BOOM! Operation Endurin�Frccdom (the name for the wa1.in anistan; don't feel bad I had to ook it up too) is ongoing, and we will not stop untU that nation is capable of gov­erning itself in a manner that denies the operation of lcrrorist cdls within its borders. Our military will not stop until the last vestiges of evil are eradicated, whether that tclies on ridding Afghanis= of the Taliban or al-Qaida entirely. Iraq is a different question. We have officially gonen ourselves into a pickle there and we will be leaving once the nation is stable about find­ing Osama bin Laden; it has, and remains, 
enough to •ourlldvmtu" intoAfrhanin:tut has nrwr btm survive on its about findint (Ji,mr,z bi• Ltuim. • . �:: !u :a, 
a mission dedicated to the eradication . of tenorist organiza­tions thal threaten the United States and her allies. Afghani­stan was invaded because al-Qaida, under the leaden hip of bin Laden, was at fault for the unparalleled evil diat we all remember on that fu.ceful Tuesday in 2001. We arc involved in a "war on ter­ror," which is a broad and unspecific way of saying "anyone who is and/or might be related to a terrorist cell." Osama bin Laden was not the goal; it was not one man who cawed all the death and destruclion we witnessed. on 9/1 I, but rather thowands of men. We aim at annihilating these •evil­doers," but rhc death of Osama bin Laden is definitely a plw. Killing the leader of the al-Qaida may not cripple their ability to act. Hell, it mighl even aggravate them more, but it is si1n­plistic jwi:ice to the American people. 
ANDY PLOCICA Herald Contributor 
deal with. 
that raged in the Iraqi bor­ders for some years now was an unfonu­nate, but not unforeseeable, rurn of events that we mwt 
I am c.ono:rned about Pakistan, and whether they knew Osama bin Laden was hiding a few blocks away from the Pakistani equivalent of West Point (yeah I'm sure they had no idea). Good news though, if the Pak.istani's • arc playing both sides I'm sure they have rcaliied we arc watching them now. So we aren't bringin_g the troops home anytime soon folks, buc let w be thankful that we have the best miliwy in the world. Oµr men and women overseas are amazing. They make "kicking_a•• and taking names• look like a walk in the park. Osama forgot dtat jwticc is not fut�g hut it will always find you. God Bless our uoops abroad! God bless and good luck. 
Dear Mr. President: Libya is not our war 
IAJ1Ull-1HfflldliepolRf 
Libya, an oil-rich c.ouncry in the western region of Nonh Africa, has been under the leadership of Colonel Muarn­mar cl-Qaddafi since he came to power in 1969. But in February 201 I ,  a rebel army that resembled a transitional ·government began presenting itself throudiout much of the Arab world, ponnying itself ro the West and Libyans as an al­n:rnativc to Colonel Qaddafi's · erratic c.ontrol. 
ad��d�� 3t��o":b of Benghazi, the tcbcl strong­hold in the west, the United Nations Serurity Council called fot miliwy action, aimed at preventing a civil war and a dcfear of the rebels by loyalist forces. On March 19, a military campaign against Qaddafi was 
launched under British and French leadership as Preidcnt Nicolas Sarkozy' of France ar­ranged a meeting of European, African, and Arab leaders in Paris. Further, American forces began their operation to knoclc out Libya's air defense systems by firing Tomahawk missiles from nearby ,hips around Tripoli, and the western cities of Misur.tta and Sun. However, this war presents a few problems. First, the White House has &lied to clearly communicate the reason for such aggressive action. Speaker of the House John A Bochner (R-OH), along with a number of Democrats seemed to �e when Bochner stated that U.S military resources had been committed without defining the mission." In addition, G�ncral Caner F. Ham, the ranlting American in the coalition operation, 
suggested that "the regime still vastly ovcrmatchcs op_r,osition forces militarily" and · [possess­es] the capability to roll them hi,'!,;,i�,�:1f obarna him-self had said that he opposed "dumb" wars. Yet, the Unired States appears to be puning itself into a siruation where it is clearly in over ir.s head without my uuc jwtificatlon for its actions. During his presidential campaign, Obama was praised for having a strong stance on the war in Iraq by insisting he would bring our troops home. He srated that "by Aug. 31, 2010, our com�t mis-sion in Iraq will end wd Iraqi Security Fon:cs will have full responsibility for major combat missions," Based upon such an opposi­tion to the Iraq war, I person� ally was 59 shocked by Prcsi-
dent Obama's response to take action against Qaddafi. Aug. 3 I has come and gone and our troops arc still involved in Iraq. How could Obama be willing to get involved in ycl mother war, considering the one he promised Ameria would be over by now is still ongoing? Yet, rather than labeling this as a "war,". President Obama defines it not as ui act of war bur rather a "quickly arranged and temporary humaniq,ian response representing how the international community should work." How far does our hwnanitarian responsibil­ity to be J:tQOd neighbors to the rest ot the world go? How much more can rhe United Srates possibly cake on before we are willing to recognize we have our own issues to address? I feel as if President Obama', ::= �l::1�:: i� tb:c 
president he promised everyone he would be. His anitude is almost as if 'I let down America once, I guess I can do it again." Rather than patching up his relationship with the United States, he lias almost thrown in the towel md chose to follow in the footsteps of whom he so suon2,ly opposed, our former president, George W. Bwh. The United States simply docs not have the resources, the military manpower, or the budget to take on another war, especially one that we att pre­dicted to lose. Thus, Pre.sident Obama has ignored the fact that while our uoops arc out trying to fix other country's problems and arc working to make democracy fr«: for those abroad, the citizens here have nothing. Libya is not our war. 
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S U N DAY P U ZZ L E R  
AaD8s 126 
I Play unfairly 128 
6 Occurrence 130 
I I  Wife-to-be 132 
16 Severe 133 
21 lime off from work 134 
Delayer's motto 
23 "Bolero" composer 135 
24 Hippodrome 137 
25 Youngcd 139 
26 Cause to appear gulley 141 
28 On the up-and-up 143 
29 A brew 145 
30 Veto 147 
32 Buncr rival 150 
33 Cites 152 
35 Sweet, fruity drink 154 
36 Proboscis 155 
38 Puccini heroine 159 
41 Need 160 
43 
Wi'n�:f'nm item 
162 
164 
45 Greed 166 
48 � Quadriceps location 167 
50 Scuflle 169 
52 Unkempt 173 
J" Ancient instrument 175 Miscalculate 176 
58 . Chooses 177 
62 lee or Iron 178 
63 Go after 
65 Part of the EU 179 
67 Cask 180 
-HJ Go off the tracks 181 
70 Card game 182 
7.1 
tfr� 72 T 74 Town in Texas 76 Pcar-shapcd instru 
ment " 
77 Jewish month 4 
79 - and yang 3 
81 Unccnain state ti 
83 Person 7 
85 Shdr,rtd side 8 
86 Put off 9 
88 "Robinson CNIOC" 10 
writer 1 1  
90 Last - not least 1:t 
92 Tapering pillar 13 
94 S.:Cular 14 
96 Make lace 1 5  
97 Ma.rs or Mercury, e.g. 16 
99 End-of-week cry 17 
100 Stabbed 18 
103 Payable 19 
105 �!� gric0funch 20 107 27 
llO Bw. abbr. 31 
II 1 The Emerald Isle 34 
113 Brainy 37 
115 Caldron 39 
117 City on the Tiber 40 
118  Wood strip 42 
120 Computer memory 44 
unit 46 
122 Application 47 
123 - soda 49 
125 Triumphed 51 
Wesr,m Indian 52 
The basics 53 
Thole 54 
Eastern queen 56 
Print measures 59 
Roosevelt or Pender 60 
�3:mox 
61 
64 
Neif,hbor of Chile 66 Car m or dooncy 68 
Moray 69 
Old-womanish 73 
Day spa employee 75 
�ur� �:�� 78 80 
Punning p0:Ct. 81 
Loud sound 82 
Ali - 84 
Zero 87 
Corrosive 89 
Kite appendage 91 
Young swan 93 
Upl"'rclassmen (abbr.) 95 
Pocs middle name 98 
Hand cream 100 
Storage area IOI 
Pancmcd doth 102 
Clergyman's house 104 
Zola 105 
A pachyderm, fur 106 
shon 108 
DcHciow 109 
Lawn tool 112 
Flavorful 114 
Cap 116 
119 
121 
;dy\ 124 127 
��� 129 131 
Gull-like bird 132 
Cure--all 136 
Hc8in or Johnson 138 
Common abbr. 140 
Roman emperor 142 
Warble 143 
Kind of French bread 144 
Tried for office: 146 
Form of"John" 147 
Separate 148 
TroP.iq.l resin 149 
Unaen and Holbrook 
Thq- cxist 151 
Kingly 153 
DcrlSlve 156 
loathed 157 
Edible portion 158 
Mental pictures 160 
Pinna 161 
Consume 163 
Skim or soy 165 
Very cold 168 
J�a;-o��r�:�d 170 171 
Work unit 
172 
174 
Got larger 
Unlock, to pocu 
Stormed 
Like a contortionist 
Knelt 
Strange 
A vegetable 
Flying toys 
Smooth and shiny 
City in Oklahoma 
Liquor 
Xenon is one 
Be uncertain of 
- tide 
Dove's cry 
L�� ��iacr 
Plant of forge:tfulncss 
"There - to be a law!" 
Llmbs 
Paddy plant 
Craze 
Overly 
Teller of wcs 
Silk�conon Utt 
Downward movement 
Ajrnu.n 
�a 
Down-under bird 
Move slowly 
Sub-¥i,;�k company of 
Zeta's fullower 
Snak< 
Hybrid fruit 
Animal skins 
Black 
In - of 
Change the color of 
Name in Genois 
1ne1 
rick 
Soft-soap 
Loud sound 
?o�d�du- -
ln forci countries Binhri t sdlcr 
Hallowed , 
Not suitable 
Country house 
Fi�cra1d and name 
,ake., 
- fuwe 
Charms 
Moving about 
Seawater 
Neck scuf 
Rooner,of1V 
Kind ofchcny 
City in P<ru 
� remark 
Islet 
Leners on a COmpass 
�n� the inventor An arti e 
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE 
' 
A world of infinite 
possibilities awaits 
you. 
A world <>ffflfittite 
�essihilities tt-WttHS­
,,__ might one day 
await you. 
---------� 
A world offflfittite 
possibilities awaits 
you. 
,,.._effflflftHi' 
pessihilities ttweits­,,__...,;xi,,-� 
-,,it-,..... 
4 2 
8 5 
4 6 7 8 
9 1 
6 4 7 
9 
8 4 
5 6 3 
4 8 3 
2 1 
7 8 6 
2 5 
8 5 6 9 
9 8 
3 9 6 7 
5 
3 
2 
6 
9 7 
8 
6 5 8 
4 9 2 6 
3 2 
3 
8 
6 
2 3 7 
6 
7 3 
8 3 
3 9 
3 6 
4 2 
7 
5 
6 8 9 
5 7 
2 4 8 
4 7 J 
9 2 4 
8 
HOW TO PU.Y: Sudoku Hisjl Five, consists of five regular Sudoku grida, 
sharing one set of �t,,-3 bo)(es, Each row, column and aet of 3-by-3 boxes 
mUSI contain the numbers 1 through 9 without repetition. The numbenJ kl 
any shared set of 3-by-3 bo)(es appfy to 9fldl ol the individual Sudokua. 
R P� 
4/U/U by Bi I 8199ar and Tom Goue1 
And the word held In common by the three words In eactl p..azle. 
lhe three solution words wlll form a fourth puzzle. lhe numbel"S 
=;:.��t:�f�� !�"  ::.z .. �.-:1 :rt�tt/�M 
final+ 
entrance+ 
oral+ 
heart+ 
plastic+ 
abdominal+ 
skin+ 
health+ 
intensive+ 
� ...,_+ __ _ 
f> ..,_+ __ _ 
� �+---1 
FINAL ANSWER • 
YMIMUJI (J.Ot. J.0 80.Ll.O"'): ... ., .... 1n•c1•A' c••·· DIIIU.'lr 
ASTRO-GRAPH 
By Bunicc Bede Osol 
j 
I 
l 
i 
ij 
@ 
TAUllUS (AnD. 10-MAI 10) -You'1< libly to be glfied wl,h , .,... 
�;t:'!�ct:�::r�,�� :1ro'::ai=::m �c � 
GEMINI (MAI ll-JUME 20) -Although i< miglu <ak, R>me .,...._ 
�t:�etsc:1 r:\ili
c
th�;°C:�:,r' ��=��le� unioid la "'?· 
����m���
)
;f!!uj�,! �=��� 
like you and �Ju ro see you get: what you deserve and dcsirt. 
LEO ijUL'I �Aue, 22) - Don't cra.t lndiffercndy ,ny of yo:tU huncba 
about things that could tranSpltc ln the near future . .kt on them; your 
pttapdons ut: Hidy to be significant and right on the moocy. 
VIRGO (Auc. 23-&n. 22) - Your hopes and the thinp you cnvtslon 
ut: .acnwly .achievable. It'• OK t0 dcvate youc �obi. u wdl as 
ignore those people who ""'11lt to throw-a 1":t bl.anbt on thmL 
UBRA (SEPT. lJ.Ocr. 23) -If you believe you can operate wtdl pm 
dfiacy on your awn, by all mcaru don't beslme to discnpge :,ou.ndf 
from somebody who Is negadvc and WW to throw you 0fcoWR. 
SCORPIO (Ocr. :U.Nov. 12) - l<'ll be wonhwhiL: '° maiaaln lwmo­
nious, civil reladoruhips with co--worken:, eYm if you have to bcp youc 
opinions and methods to yoursdf. Pl.aare them with wh:at they want t0 
hear. 
SAG11TAJIIlJS (Nov, l�Doc- 21) -Don't be habant o, ..i,. • 
calculated riak on something � haw. thoroughly chought out, bcaiwc 
condJtJons that haw a direct dftt:t on your career and c:amlnp look 
quite good. 
C.APRJCOllN (DEC. 22-JAN, 19) - If your mate ICctD,S to be a bit taty, 
pamper him or ha a bit more than you wually do. It'll calm down your 
soul mate and let things grr back to normal once again. 
!i'¼=� ?rod; :-�';o!!;i�.u;:ii:c�.to � 
tw.lly become dca.r . .kt on it onJy after you've done youc homework. 
PISCES (FD. 2�Muc:H 20) - Ypur optimism allowi you to sec the 
brighter side of people .and the involvements you have with them. Your 
.anitudc can hdp dfu:ipate what othen find so scrioul and averwbclming. 
ARIES (M.ual 21-Ann. 19) -Go ,head and depend on your pe=p­
tiora. Your mind ii even more aea.riw. than usual, and will 6nd workable 
ways to �dd to youc mourccs. Give them .a try. 
A world offflfittite 
posslbill1les­
,,_ will one day 
await you. 
You're 
hosed. 
BY STEPHAN PASTIS 
A world of1ftflttite 
poHibillties,eweie, 
,,__ might one day 
await you, 
PAC SPORTS ORIENTATION EDITION 
Number one spot 
R W U s a i l i n g t e a m t a k e s  
f i r s t  p l a c e 1 n  c o u n t r y 
NENIY IDUGNUN J Sports Editor 
Number-one in the nation. 
Despite having a nic.c ring 
to it, chat phrase represents an 
achievement that most athletes 
can only d=m of =1i<ing. 
Though the burden of dfun 
in achieving such a title is too 
much for many to imagine, 
thcs, words became =Iiiy for 
the Roger Williams Univenity 
Sailing tum last lhunday. De­
spite their continued success -
including several stints at the 
number-two spot - the Hawks 
had never been above all of their 
collegiate opponents. lhat is, 
until last Thursday, when, for 
the first time in program histo­
ry, the Hawks had been selected 
as the top oollege team in the 
nation. 
!Jpon rea,iving the good 
news, Coach Amanda Callahan 
was, predictably, ecsca.tic. 
"Wc►ve been the bridesmaid, 
never the bride before. The 
team, I think, has finally fi:lr 
like th<ir work has been recog­
nized and validated by the other 
ooaches and programs in Col­
lege Sailing." Callahan said. "I 
think this ranking has given w 
momenrum looking forward ro 
the Championship pan of the 
season! It really is an exciting 
milestone." 
lhc squad racked up a to­
w of 37 4 points, according 
to the Sailing World College 
Rankings. Georgetown fuund 
themselves in the second spot, 
with 371, while the College of 
Charleston sia a distant third 
with 356. 
Being somewhat of a niche 
spon, sailing docs not wually 
grab the headlines in the man­
ner that other ath.letic endeavors 
do. This may be due to the fact 
that the sport docs not belong 
to the National Collegiate Ath­
letic Association (NCAA). In­
stead, the sport � its own gov- ' 
eming body, the Intercollegiate 
Sailing As<ociation (!CSA). 
Since its inception, the RWU 
program has enjoyed success, 
brcak.ing into the nation's top­
ten rankings in 2004. 
wi:
w
t 
j
:�tnj�t
0!:11 l� 
England Dinghy Champion­
ship," Callahan said, "In which 
we led both divisions in a uue 
team effon." 
Indeed, reaching the pinnacle 
of the college saifing world is a 
fitting confirmation that these 
men and women have "arrived." 
Many arc famllw with the 
basics of sailing. but the com­
pcticion vuianc of che spon 
is diHcrcnt than yow average 
carcfrcc jaunt out on the waten 
of Mt. Hope Bay. 
Normally, sailing races are 
called "reganas," which, accord­
ing to the !CSA, usually fcarurc 
anywhere berwccn eight and 20 
schools. And while it would be 
inappropriate fur this writer to 
try to delve inro the nuances of 
the spon, there are a few thin� 
that everyone can grasp about 
this little-covered yet interest­
ing sport. 
While spom like fuotball, 
basketball, and baseball have 
rankings upon which the basis 
is win•los.s records, sailing 6nds 
icself in a bit of a diHerem pla.cc 
in terms of determining who 
the "top dog" is. 
Since 1979, the aforemen­
tioned Sail::l World has been 
:'."!/�ca.di;� !;ci: f.%: 
mitring their votes for the top-
20 co-ed teams nationwide. 
"The rankings arc an open poll 
of college sailing ooaches. New 
rankin� come out every two 
weeks, Callahan said. "I believe 
bot�·:or�i::iri�� 
performance (over the course of 
a semester) combined with the 
two most recent week.ends re­
sults. They look at how the top 
boats on each team perform." 
Each coach is allotted a certain 
number of points for particular 
plac,s: 20 poin1> fur first, 19 for 
second, 18 fur third, continu­
ing down to a measly one point 
fur twentieth. Every wccli. the 
poin1> arc tootled up, thereby 
giving each .. ranked" team a 
point total. Finally, the ranking, 
are compiled, and teams are 
gi_ven the rankings every other 
lhunday. 
Callahan cites the most re­
cent rankings as impetus for the 
team to achieve stratospheric 
h<igha. 
"this ranking has generated 
:,!;;rw��:°Ji:n;��ln ilicf: 
few days, I have received a ron 
of e-mails from members of the 
campw romrnunity sending 
congratulations," Callahan said. 
"lhe rca,ption has been really 
great. I thmk the team is feeling 
rcally 
i
ported." 
Thou the course has still yet 
to be y run, the woman at 
the helm is definitely optimistic 
about her squad', chances. 
•Thi, weekend we've got the 
semifinals at Long il<ach in 
Gallfornia, where we've got a 
great shot at �ctting to Nation­
als. While we ve got to finish in 
che top nine, ow sights are set 
much higher," Calfahan said. 
"The following weekend, we'll 
try to achieve another teain first 
by qualifying for the team rac­
ing nationals. There arc 3 spring 
national championships: Wom­
en's, Teain lucing three--versus­
three and coed. It is much hard­
er to qualify for team racing. 
only chrcc trom New England 
go. Having said that, I think we 
have a great shot this year. If we 
sec conditions in Oregon, like 
we saw at URI the other w«k• 
end, we've �r a great shot at the 
National tiile!" 
And who would bet against 
her? With newfound optimism 
reverberating on the waters of 
the Mt. Hope Bay, the Hawks 
may jwt be able to take home 
their first national title. 
For one, collegiate lifestyle is smooth sailing 
6111flN LAIIAIICE J Her,ij Reporter 
For many, involvement in high school 
spons is now a long-fo
rg
otten memory. 
Yet, for one at Roger Williams University, 
a high school interest has turned into a 
coll
eg
iate lifestyle. 
vision at the Freshmen Championshipo. 
under the coaching of Amanda Callahan. 
.. When I joined the program, there were 
three standout sailon already on the team 
which helped to push me to reach my per-
On top of her impressive sailing accom­
plishmena, Stannard is a dedicated and 
successful communicatio
id
s ma·or with 
two minors in bwincss and ology. 
"'I love being a student-a etc because it 
keeps me going and keeps me bwy," Stan­
nard said, Sailing has helped Stannard to 
manage her time between a full course 
load and three how practi= each day. 
Kelly Stannard, a junior and a Varsity 
Sailor, began her sailing career after her 
father pwhed her to join her high school 
team. 
"I didn't come from a big sailing town 
but my dad urged me to get involved with 
the spon," Stannard said. 
Many college sailors come from fami­
lies with a large sailing backgrounds, but 
Stannard described her father as being the 
main inffuencc to learn the spon. After 
sailing for the East Lyme High School 
team in Salem, Conn., Stannara began to 
look fur colleges ro help her punuc the 
spon she had come to love. 
.. I knew that I wanted to sail in college 
so I applied to a handful of New England 
colleges and universities," Stannard said. 
Ac.c:cpting hct admission to RWU con­
cluded a long Process of visits and re­
searching acidc:mic programs at differ­
ent institutions. Stannard described her 
choice to be heavily based on the vuiety 
of majors offered at RWU, as she came in 
undecided. Stannard soon became a key 
athlete to watch on the sailing reain, help­
ing the team place second in the A Di-
sonal bes,: Stannard said. She added that 
her team members keep her motivated 
and keep her reaching to improve on her 
persona.I accomplishments. 
"'Teu:hers are very underst2nding here 
if I need ro leave class early for a sailing 
commitment," Stannard said. 
Stannard said she prides herself on her 
collegiate accomplishmenr.s, which when 
all considered. furm w impressive list for 
a coUege junior. 
Stannard wcs her penonal accomplish­
ments to boost the ream as a whole as she 
serves as a. co-ca.pttin with senior Josh 
Saltmarsh. Recently, the sailing team was 
named number one in the nation accord• 
ing to Sailing World. This ranking pla= 
Stannard and the rest of the teain above 
well•known schools such as Georgetown 
Univcnity and Boston College. 
With the recent ranking as number one 
in the nation, and all of Stannard's per­
sonal achievements, she has hopes to re­
main sailing well afrer graduation. 
.. I am not exactly sure what I want to do 
after I fraduate but I would love to keep 
sailing. Stannard said. 
Men's· 
Tenn is 
smashes 
into 
the NCAA 
tourney 
HENRY LOUGHLINI Sports !drtor 
Foi- anyone who has ever expe­
rienced disappointment in8ia­
ed by an opponent, it is known 
that revenge is best served oold. 
On a chilly Saturday after­
noon, the Roger Willlams Uni­
venity Men's Tennis team got 
the eayback they had been wait­
ing for all 1eason, earning a 5· l 
victory over Nichols College .... 
the only team they had lost to 
this season - and in doing so, 
caprurcd lhe Commonwealth 
Coast Conference Champion­
ship. 
The title, which was the sec­
ond in three ycan for the 
Hawks, was nude all the more 
sweeter in that they defeated 
both Nichols and last year', 
champions, Salve R.t!iJu Uni­
versity, en route to the champi­
onship, which gives the squad 
a pl= in the fiist round of the 
NCAA Championship. 
"Overall, this was a picrure 
perfect season," said Coach Nell 
Caniga. "We went to work the 
end of January with the lone 
goal in mind of winning a 
championship. We stressed all 
season the importance of im­
proving every day that we Slcp 
out on roun and we ccnainly 
did that Ow hard work and 
willingness to change in order 
to bolster our chances for suc­
cess is a true tcSt:UDCnt to our 
team's charaaer." 
Having posted a pafca record 
last regular sca,on at 1 1--0, the 
Hawks were undoubtedly the 
favorites entering the postsea• 
son. ·However, the proverbial 
clock struck midnight in the fi­
nal against Salve Regina, as they 
lost 5-4 to the Scahawks in the 
final. And while the disman­
tling of th<ir title in dramatic 
fashion last year and this year's 
regular-season defeat to Nichols 
may have set the Hawks baclr 
a step in terms of morale, they 
we"' by no means defeated in 
the long term. Indeed, these 
men were 'down bur not out' 
"The loss in the finals rcally 
motivated everyone on the team 
to work hard evuy practice and 
make 5UCC we got another shot 
at the title," said &.shman Tay­
lor Webster, who occupies the 
sixth singles spot. "Though we 
were disappointed, wt knew 
that come time for playofn, 
I 
;:;i.'
,!'1d all be even more p� 
In addition to the multitude 
of new reparations that the 
team unlrwcnt, Webster cited 
the squad's passion as a key in-
gredient in their suc.cess. 
"Before the championship 
march, the team was so fired up 
and ready to play that ow play-­
ers cheering alone made it f-cel 
like a home match," Webm:r 
said. 
Skill and preparation arc two 
ingmlicnts imperative in suc­
cess, but etttainly passion de­
serves a place among these, toO. 
Having completed the job on 
Saturday, April 30, the Hawks 
1 
mer victoriously with the 
UMass-Danmouth in the 6m 
round of the NCAA Champi­
onship tournament, beating the 
Corsairs 5-1. Yet, the Hawks' 
championship run was shon 
lived, as they were grounded by 
Amherst College, in the second 
round of townamenr play. 
